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This thesis examines how the concept of an auteur (author of a film) has developed 

within contemporary Hollywood and popular culture. Building on concepts from Timothy 

Corrigan, this thesis adapts the ideas of the author and the commercial auteur to examine how 

director Christopher Nolan’s name, and film work, has become branded as “realist” by the 

Hollywood film industry and by Nolan’s consistent self-promotion. Through recurring signatures 

of “realism,” such as, cinematic realism (immersive filmic techniques), technical realism 

(practical effects and actual locations), subjective realism (spectator access to a character’s point 

of view), psychological realism (relatable motivations) and scientific realism (factual science), 

Nolan’s work has become a recognizable and commoditized brand. Like many modern-day 

auteurs, Nolan himself has been used as a commodity to generate interest to his working methods 

and to appeal audiences to his studio films. Analyzing each of Christopher Nolan’s films along 

with the industrial and cultural factors surrounding them, a method for understanding 

contemporary auteurism in Hollywood is presented. Through a consideration of extra-textual 

components, including promotional featurette’s and journalistic interviews with Nolan, as well as 

his film crew, this thesis explores how Nolan might be considered a template for a future of 

auteur branding. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis examines how the concept of an auteur (author of a film) has developed 

within contemporary Hollywood and popular culture. Building on concepts from Timothy 

Corrigan, this thesis adapts the ideas of the author and the commercial auteur to examine how 

director Christopher Nolan’s name, and film work, has become branded as “realist” by the 

Hollywood film industry and by Nolan’s consistent self-promotion. Nolan has developed a 

reputation as a director who produces films that are both critical and popular successes with each 

film offering elements of what Nolan terms “realism.” Through recurring signatures of 

“realism,” such as, cinematic realism (immersive filmic techniques), technical realism (practical 

effects and actual locations), subjective realism (spectator access to a character’s point of view), 

psychological realism (relatable motivations) and scientific realism (factual science), Nolan’s 

work has become a recognizable and commoditized brand. Like many modern-day auteurs, 

Nolan himself has been used as a commodity to generate interest to his working methods and to 

appeal audiences to his studio films. By analyzing each of Christopher Nolan’s films (see 

Appendix E) along with the industrial and cultural factors surrounding them, a method for 

understanding contemporary auteurism in Hollywood is presented. Through a consideration of 

extra-textual components, including promotional featurette’s and journalistic interviews with 

Nolan, as well as his film crew, this thesis explores how Nolan might be considered a template 

for a future of auteur branding. 

This study argues both how and why Nolan can be considered an auteur by exploring 

common stylistic and thematic traits or “signatures” (Stanley 2002: 41), which demonstrate how 

Nolan’s personal vision is evident throughout his body of work, or what would be considered his 
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“oeuvre." Nolan’s significant participation within many key aspects of the filmmaking process, 

such as the writing, producing, and of course directing, all of which scholars have considered 

arguments of authorship on their own in the past (Bordwell 2009: 381; Anderegg 2008; Pardo 

2010), aides in solidifying his role as the author of his films. This foundation helps in examining 

how Christopher Nolan fits within the more modern understanding of a director as a commodity 

when analyzing the notions of industrial branding when concerning his work. Biographical 

information on Nolan also helps demonstrate how his formative years influenced his work and 

perhaps motivated his inclination for including varying forms of realism within his narratives 

and filmmaking process. A brief exploration of Nolan’s own influences reveal not only the 

importance of the “film school brats” and others filmmakers within Nolan’s films, but also how 

these filmmakers paved the way for Nolan to set a new standard of how future auteur directors 

may be branded in the future. Each filmmaker made an indelible impression on Nolan and his 

work and is referenced throughout this study. Reflections on and from Nolan’s frequent 

collaborators also help in establishing not only his common auteur signatures, but also how they 

too promote Nolan as a realist filmmaker and a “lens” for their input. It lastly explores how these 

commonalities fit within his self-proclaimed function as a “realist” auteur.  Through three case 

studies (subjective, psychological and scientific realism), that include analysis from all of 

Nolan’s films, a foundation of the evolution of Christopher Nolan’s techniques, styles and 

encompassing signatures surrounding his branded proclivity for realism explores Nolan’s place 

as a modern-day auteur. This study should be viewed as a reflection on potential future changes 

in not only Nolan’s career, but also possible developments within the prospect of branding 

potential auteur directors, in general, within the Hollywood film industry.  
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Auteur Theory and Its Discontents 

The notion of authorship in film has long been a contentious concept, especially when 

considering many of the ideas which encompass the auteur theory, where a director is considered 

the sole author of a film and the primary filter for all creative and artistic elements within it 

(Gerstner and Staiger 2003: 8). Early notions of authorship often believed that the screenwriter 

(Bordwell 2009: 381; Anderegg 2008), and later the producer (Pardo 2010), were the primary 

forces in the creative process of a film.  Such notions as “the age of the screenwriter” quietly 

dissipated with the emergence in the late 1940s of auteur theory. French critics such as 

Alexandre Astruc, Andre Bazin and Roger Leenhardt each theorized that certain directors should 

be considered the motivating creative forces of a film. Later, critics from Cahiers du Cinema, 

including Bazin, Francois Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard further explored concepts of authorship 

and certain directors’ control over their films and art. Their perceptions changed many of the 

philosophies surrounding the importance of the director and the assumed power and authority 

behind their role in the making of a film. There is much validity in the criticism surrounding the 

theory, which gives one individual much of the credit for the artistry created within a film, as 

there are often thousands of individuals who contribute to its production. There are however, 

certain directors whose unique characteristics and unifying vision can become apparent when 

surveying their body of work. 

Notions surrounding the auteur theory were brought to America in the 1960s, most 

notably through the writings of movie critic Andrew Sarris (Elsaesser 1995). Hollywood studios 

were not quick to offer significant power or money to the then emerging directors, but soon saw 
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the benefit of promoting certain directors as a brand.1 In large measure, due to the emergence of 

the auteur theory in America, directors whose work bore similar traits or signatures could then be 

used as a marketing tool to sell films.2 Timothy Corrigan in his book A Cinema Without Walls 

argued that an “auteur” director began being utilized “as a commercial strategy for organizing 

audience reception, distribution and marketing aims” (Corrigan 1991: 103). 

Directors given the label “auteur” with all of its connotations has changed considerably 

since the term was first used and gained popularity in American in the 1960s. In “The Commerce 

of Auteurism,” Corrigan notes “after New Hollywood when directors began leaving film schools 

with the desire to be auteurs, the label of auteur quickly began to turn the director into a 

commodity at the level of movie stars” (Koob 2015). He argued that in the “so-called 

international art cinema of the sixties and seventies, the auteur had been absorbed as a phantom 

presence with a text, he or she has rematerialized in the eighties and nineties as a commercial 

performance of the business of being an auteur” (Corrigan 1991: 105). By the new millennium, 

when Christopher Nolan emerged as a director, the meaning of the term auteur had thus 

expanded to include artistic, commercial and celebrity recognition of the filmmaker. 

Erin Hill-Parks has written extensively about Christopher Nolan’s rise as an auteur 

director and the development of his auteur persona. In her essay, “Developing an Auteur 

Through Reviews,” she argued that recognition of Christopher Nolan’s name within reviews and 

other journalistic publications came quickly over the course of his first three feature films, 

                                                 
1 Studios were in a state of crisis due to falling profits, studio acquisitions and quickly changing interests within the 
film going public. 
2 Some directors began working in Hollywood prior to the 1960s, but their names and films were often newly 
branded by studios within specific genres, such as David Lean (Epics), Robert Wise (Musicals), Stanley Kramer 
(Social problem film) and Billy Wilder (Modern risqué comedy). Other directors such as Roman Polanski, Mike 
Nichols and Woody Allen rose to fame later in the 1960s within New Hollywood, but had work either theatrically, 
in television or in their country of origin before later being branded by studios. 
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leading to his rise within Hollywood Studios. Her research expanded upon Corrigan’s assertion 

that the auteur is “present outside of the films, [and] argues that one of the factors that makes 

Nolan, and other contemporary Hollywood directors is that there is a consistent message and 

auteur persona produced though all of the extras included on his films. Thus, via the extra 

features, which she terms “official discourse," a viewer can acquire a “consistent idea of Nolan’s 

auteur persona or ‘brand’” (Hill-Parks 2010). Corrigan also researched different forms of studio 

branding such as “Commercial Auteur” and “Auteur of Commerce” (Corrigan 1991: 107).  His 

notion of the “commercial auteur,” for example, examined the marketing of notable actors such 

as Clint Eastwood (Unforgiven) and Kevin Costner (Dances with Wolves), when they were also 

the director of their films. “Auteur of Commerce” includes marketing materials that promote the 

director and their films, such as promotional interviews, explanations of their films and 

promotion of themselves.  Although these types of promotional materials became common to 

most directors with the emergence of DVD in the late 1990s, Christopher Nolan and his studios 

have consistently utilized these materials, even after the decline of home video sales (Hunt 

2015). In other words, Christopher Nolan’s signatures, which include aspects of his narratives, 

styles, use of technology, as well as his marketing and distribution, like other modern auteurs 

helps define their oeuvre. 

David Bordwell said,  

The overt self-consciousness of the narration is often paralleled by an extra-textual 
emphasis on the filmmaker as source. Within the art cinema’s mode of production and 
reception, the concept of the author has a formal function it did not possess in the 
Hollywood Studio System. Film Journalism and criticism promote authors, as do film 
festivals, retrospectives, and academic film study. Directors’ statements of intent guide 
comprehension of the film, while a body of work linked by an auteur becomes the real 
world parallel to the narrational presence ‘who’ communicates (what is the filmmaker 
saying?) and ‘who’ expresses (what is the author’s personal vision?) – (Bordwell 1985: 
211) 
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Directors such as Woody Allen, Wes Anderson, Spike Lee, Jane Campion and Joel and 

Ethan Coen are examples of directors whose unique creative process and recognizable signatures 

within their films allows them to be distinctive from other filmmakers, thus making them the 

authors as the creative force behind their films. Their cinematic creations also often become 

extensions of themselves and their own personal interests that contain styles and themes that can 

become reflective of their lives. British born Christopher Nolan is another director whose work 

has come to be distinguishable from other directors. He has built a career combining his 

proclivity to small art house narratives, yet turning them into blockbuster art films.  

 

Biography 

Christopher Nolan was born on July 30, 1970 in London, England to a British father 

(Brendan), who worked as an advertising copywriter, and an American mother, (Christina), who 

worked as a flight attendant and English teacher. Nolan’s childhood, along with his two brothers 

(Matthew and Jonathan) was split between living in London and in Chicago where his maternal 

grandparents resided. He has always retained dual citizenship within both countries and his films 

have often contained a combination of British and American thematic influences. Nolan’s father 

accompanied him to a screening of Star Wars in 1977 and soon after he attended a re-issue of 

Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey. Nolan has long credited both films as being 

inspirations to his work. It was in this same year, at age of seven, that he and his older brother 

Matthew started borrowing their father’s Super 8 camera to create their own short films (Lewis-

Kraus 2014). His early films such as Space Wars were often made in homage to his favorite 

films (Shone 2014). Nolan attended an English boarding school and later went on to University 

College London, where he studied English literature. He chose University College London due 
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mostly to its film facilities, which included a Steenbeck editing suite and 16mm cameras 

(Tempest 2011).3 He and Emma Thomas, his eventual wife and producing partner, began dating 

in their first year at college. Together they ran a film society, which screened 35mm films and 

whose proceeds allowed its members to shoot 16mm shorts, including Nolan’s Doodlebug 

(1997). Christopher Nolan’s experience of shooting his movies on film and using the once 

standard photochemical process would be an indelible influence on Nolan and his filmmaking 

practices, as will be explored later.  

Christopher Nolan, in speaking of a valuable lesson he learned while studying English 

Literature at college said, “I wasn't a very good student, but one thing I did get from it, while I 

was making films at the same time with the college film society, was that I started thinking about 

the narrative freedoms that authors had enjoyed for centuries and it seemed to me that 

filmmakers should enjoy those freedoms as well” (Andrew 2002). Christopher Nolan has a 

certain advantage over some directors due to not only his writing and literature background, but 

also the chances he takes when breaking supposed cinematic rules. In the early development of 

the auteur theory, Alexandre Astruc within his essay Birth of a New Avant-Garde: La Camera-

Stylo, argued that directors should wield their camera as an author uses a pen (Astruc 1948). 

Nolan has been credited as the writer or co-writer on each of his films save Insomnia (2002), 

which seemingly gives his authorship more credibility. As such, he is not only the written author 

of his films, but also when using the camera like a pen in the creation of his visual images within 

his narratives. One of the criticisms of the auteur theory, argued since the mid 1960s, is that it 

often discredits other vital members of the filmmaking process which include the writers, 

                                                 
3 A Steenbeck was the brand name for the most common flatbed film editing suite. The name become synonymous 
for the editing table that was usable with both 16 mm and 35 mm optical sound and magnetic sound film. Most 
professional editors used a Steenbeck until digital editing became the standard in Hollywood. (Steenbeck) 
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producers, cinematographers, editors, etc. (Gerstner and Staiger 2003: 9). Through his self-taught 

filmmaking training while making his short films as a child, and later in college, Nolan learned 

the responsibilities of each of these key aspects of the filmmaking process. In fact, for 

Doodlebug and his first feature film Following (1998), he is credited in all the above-mentioned 

roles.  Despite the lofty position often given to auteur directors, Nolan regularly discounts his 

own role as a director, which can also explain his role as an auteur. In a round-table discussion 

with the Hollywood Reporter Nolan recounted, “I remember being about 12 when I started 

figuring out what the job of the director was…the process of putting images together…and being 

a lens for everyone’s input” (Hollywood Reporter 2014). Nolan empathizes the need for the 

director to be a “Jack-of-all-trades, master of none,” as they usually do not shoot a film, or record 

the sound, they simply need to know a little of everything, but not necessarily enough to 

specialize in anything (Hollywood). Nolan’s view illustrates, at least in his mind, what a director 

does, which can especially be extended to directors considered auteurs. It is through Nolan’s 

“lens” that his unique narratives and visionary worlds come to life, through the collaborative 

efforts of his film crew, and aides in defining his oeuvre. If that “lens” were to change, would 

another director’s lens replicate a similar product? 

 

Signatures 

 A vital aspect of consideration when studying an auteur is determining the director’s 

stylistic and thematic consistencies or their signatures (Appendix B). Christopher Nolan, like 

other auteurs, also has frequent collaborators he regularly works with both in front of, and behind 

the camera. Nolan has stated “Choices can be seen as limitations;” when speaking about his use 

of stylistic and thematic selections (Following Commentary). Nolan is often questioned because 
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of the cinematic choices he makes, such as shooting his early films in black and white. Nolan, 

true to the notion of an auteur claims that he “planned to shoot Following handheld and in B&W, 

they were stylistic choices, not limitations” (Following Commentary). Over the course of ten 

films and thousands of decisions, Nolan has established a recognizable visual aesthetic which has 

come to define his work.  What follows is a brief overview of Christopher Nolan signatures, to 

give a better foundation of his overall oeuvre. 

 As is explored further in Chapter 2, Nolan often presents his films using a non-

chronological structure to offer the viewer a unique view of the narrative and characters. Other 

stylistic signatures that often appear include repeated visuals or motifs, such as close-ups of 

hands or revealing the title of the film only at the beginning of the end credits. His use of 

expository dialogue has often been criticized (Abbasi 2010, Parker 2010), but is often necessary 

in informing the audience about the world which Nolan has created. His narrative’s shifting 

subjective points of view also makes audiences question the validity of what they are seeing or 

hearing, which adds to the ambiguity of his films. Nolan’s endings are especially vague, but he 

makes it clear that it is by design, and contributes to his branding.  In an interview with Gideon 

Lewis-Kraus for the New York Times, Nolan states,  

The only way to be productively ambiguous, is that you have to know the answer for you 
— but also know why, objectively speaking. If you do something unknowable, there’s no 
answer for the audience, because you didn’t have an answer. It becomes about ambiguity 
for ambiguity’s sake. There has to be a sense of reality in the film. If you don’t have 
rules, then what I’m doing would be formless. I feel better with consistent rules. 
 
Thematically, Nolan’s films are often considered quite dark by scholars and movie 

critics, and as a result have been accused of lacking emotion (Grossman 2012, Rainer 2012). 

Human nature and discovering one’s identity are perhaps the most frequent of Nolan’s themes 

that are weaved into each of his films. One critic has argued that, “Only Nolan has, from the very 
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first of his feature films, built consistently on one singular idea. It’s an idée enorme: identity and 

memory, specifically how the known versus the assumed creates an identity” (Lainey 2010). 

Nolan’s narratives are often formed through an opposition of identity and memory. Each of 

Nolan’s films also contain a male protagonist, many of whom have lost a female loved one and 

often involve love triangles. Leonard in Memento, for example, is trying to solve the murder of 

his wife, even though he cannot form new memories. Cobb in Inception is unjustly wanted for 

the murder of his wife and must deal with the guilt in causing the insanity which drove her to 

suicide. Following, The Dark Knight and Interstellar also involve male protagonists who have 

lost a loved one, in many cases leading to a form of insanity and emphasizing elements of 

necrophilia. Love triangles are present in Following, The Prestige, The Dark Knight and The 

Dark Knight Rises. In Nolan’s more recent films such as Interstellar, Inception and The Dark 

Knight Rises, Nolan has included stronger female supporting characters played by actresses such 

as Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain and Ellen Page. His films also often contain mentor or 

apprentice relationships, as seen with Cobb and Adriane in Inception, Leonard and Teddy in 

Memento, Cobb and The Young Man in Following, Detective Dormer and Ellie Burr in 

Insomnia, Batman with Ducard and Gordon in the Dark Knight Trilogy, as well as similar 

relationships found within Interstellar and The Prestige. 

In a similar vein to Alfred Hitchcock, and due to the influence of expressionism, Nolan 

often includes characters and situations involving duality and doubling. Two-face in The Dark 

Knight is perhaps the most obvious, but the layering within Inception, the dual nature of Leonard 

in Memento and the denouement of The Prestige, also empathize duality or a doppelgänger. 4 

                                                 
4 The ending reveals that Robert Angier has been duplicating himself through Tesla’s machine and drowning the 
original copy. 
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Also similar to Hitchcock, is Nolan’s interest in theatricality, which is present in The Prestige 

and the Dark Knight Trilogy, most obviously when Batman’s mentor declares that, “You took 

my advice about theatricality a bit . . . literally.” These elements of theatricality often seem 

contrary to his goal of creating cinematic realism, but are often used as a commentary on the 

movies’ own pageantry and films’ contrast of illusion versus reality. Deception, betrayal and 

moral ambiguity are also common among Nolan’s thematic signatures, all of which give him the 

stigma of being a dark and emotionless director. 

 

Criticisms 

There has been criticism of Christopher Nolan’s work from the beginning of his career. 

One criticism, prompted by concepts within the auteur theory itself, is his custom of repetition of 

style, themes and characters (Brody 2012). Auteur directors frequently utilize their well-known 

signatures, but can garner negative reactions from critics, especially when employing 

questionable ideology, such as Nolan’s often divisive depiction of women. One of the most 

frequent critiques of Nolan’s films are their concentrated focus on a male perspective. It is easy 

to perceive androcentrism when examining Nolan’s films, as each is depicted almost exclusively 

from the subjective point of view of a male lead character. This sole focus on a masculine 

perspective in turn requires the viewer to observe masculinity as the center of the world view 

Nolan is creating. When female characters are included, especially early in Nolan’s career, they 

are often depicted as cold and calculating femme fatal characters or dead, as part of the male 

leads psychological motivation5. Feminist Nolan critic Anna Kessler observed, “As soon as we 

                                                 
5 Following – Death of the narrative’s femme fatal is used as a major plot twist. Memento – Amnesiac man obsessed 
with finding the killer of his wife. Insomnia – Detective plays cat and mouse with a killer you a young girl. Batman 
Begins – Death of Bruce Wayne’s parents (mother) offers motivation. The Prestige – Bitter rivalry between two 
magicians cause by the accidental death of one’s wife. Suicide takes the life of the other man’s wife. The Dark 
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turn to his female characters, we are quickly forced to admit that they are one-sided, one-

dimensional, archetypal roles, with often no other purpose than to push the male hero in one 

direction or the other” (Kessler). Matthew Belinkie emphasizes that despite the shortcomings in 

Nolan’s feminine depictions or portrayals, none of his female characters are “treated as an object. 

They are always a subject” (Belinkie 2010). Although he has attempted to include stronger 

females in his more recent films, such as Ariadne (Ellen Paige) in Inception as well as Murph 

(Jessica Chastain) and Brand (Anne Hathaway) in Interstellar, his female characters are still 

often depicted as subservient to their male counterparts. A more masculine perspective within the 

writing of each of his films is not unexpected given that each of the films are written by the same 

author. The limited feminine perspectives, however, are a critique of Nolan and the auteur theory 

itself, as the films are observed through one individual’s restricted male viewpoint. Despite his 

close collaboration with Emma Thomas, Nolan has never co-written a screenplay with a female. 

Hillary Seitz was the screenwriter for Insomnia, which may account for Ellie Burr (Hilary 

Swank) being one of his strongest female characters. Despite some criticism of Nolan’s depiction 

of his female characters, the majority of individuals who are considered Nolan scholars happen 

to be women.6 While a few have been vocally critical concerning Nolan’s more masculine 

perspectives, most focus their research in other areas, such as Erin Hill-Parks exploration into 

Nolan’s persona. One could also argue however, for a director whose ambition is to present 

depictions of realism, is an almost exclusive masculine perspective realistic of the world of the 

spectator, or more so a reflection of Hollywood’s view of realism? 

                                                 
Knight & The Dark Knight Rises – Batman loses his childhood friend and love interest Rachel, due to The Joker’s 
tricks. Inception – Cobb is haunted in his dreams by his dead wife Mal within his subconscious, after her suicide. 
Interstellar – Cooper’s wife is dead from the beginning of the film, making his decision to leave his children more 
difficult. 
6 Out of 17 chapters within The Cinema of Christopher Nolan, 10 were written by or co-written by women. 
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Nolan as Realist Auteur 

To improve comprehension of Christopher Nolan’s status as an auteur, it is imperative to 

consider many modern auteurs’ positions as an industrial commodity or brand. For Nolan, his 

strongest signature and also promotable area within his oeuvre has been his focus on differing 

forms of “realism.” The term “realism” has been argued incessantly by scholars, yet the term’s 

signification is just as nebulous and open for interpretation as it ever was. Many scholars have 

argued that “realism is one of the great moot points in film analysis,” asking “What does it mean 

for a film to be realistic,” and “is one man’s realism not another man’s contrivance?” (McKibbin 

2015). Robert Lapsley and Michael Westgate, authors of Film Theory: An Introduction, argue 

that, “Film’s extraordinary power to imitate reality has made realism a central feature of cinema 

aesthetics” (Lapsley and Westlake 2006: 156). Other writers like Christopher Williams in his 

intro to Realism and the Cinema argue that, “discussion of realism, in film as in other art forms, 

tends to be tortuous or circular” (Williams 1980: 41). How is it possible then to argue a concept 

as seemingly abstract as “realism?” I intend to do so, by analyzing Christopher Nolan’s own 

perceptions behind his interpretation of cinematic “reality.” Despite Nolan’s inclination of 

placing his narratives within seemingly improbable, exaggerated, and fantastical worlds, his 

stories are each grounded in elements of what he terms “reality.” 

Common themes and filmmaking techniques utilized by Christopher Nolan within his 

films offer insights, not only into his authorship and overall oeuvre, but also a branded ambition 

of offering realism throughout the filmmaking process, his film’s marketing, and his self-

promotion. The following chapters will explore several methods of realism (such as subjective, 

psychological and scientific “realities”), that Christopher Nolan has characteristically employed 
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throughout his filmmaking career. Each aspect of Nolan’s focus on realism would eventually be 

used by studios to brand Nolan, his style and his films. 

Chapter 2 examines the ways Nolan has utilized differing forms of subjective reality 

within his first three feature films, including Following, Memento and Insomnia. By exhibiting 

distinctive subjective views of the films’ lead anti-hero characters, the films allow spectators 

access into the characters’ inner psyche. Chapter 3 will explore the employment of 

psychological reality within the Dark Knight Trilogy. In his films, Nolan presents psychological 

motivations for the characters, often through the use of actual psychological disorders, such as 

Disassociate Identity Disorder. The films also present to spectator’s real tragic events in history, 

which encourages them psychologically to further connect to the situations. Chapter 4 examines 

Nolan’s desire to base his films, especially when working within science-fiction (Inception and 

Interstellar), within the most accurate modern science available, which is usually supported with 

scholarly consultation. By doing this, Nolan offers a semblance of scientific reality with hopes 

to immerse audiences within a more convincing world, which is grounded in verisimilitude, 

despite the fact he is often constructing a realm which, on the surface, only exists within an 

imaginary environment.  

Nolan helps to place the ambiguous or unclear notions of the text into a sense of 

cognizant reality (Foucault, 1981: 57) and is interested in considering notions within the 

construction of reality [for the audience] (Hill-Parks 2011), both within his narratives and his 

characters. Each aspect of Christopher Nolan’s employment of “realism” assists in branding his 

authorship and in capturing the attention of potential audience members through the heavy 

promotion of his realistic filming techniques. 
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Nolan as Brand 

One of his most successful tactics Warner Brothers has used in bringing recognition to 

Nolan, his methods, and his filmmaking crew, has been through expertly produced extra-textual 

features, released in conjunction with his films. Each focuses heavily on his quest for realism, 

drawing attention to his approaches. Nolan’s focus on strict guidelines of realism often results in 

his name, as well as his new film, receiving public attention.7 Nolan’s promotional emphasis 

appears simply to be industry based, as his personal life is kept secretive, much like the content 

of his films during early marketing prior to release.8 Starting with The Dark Knight, as part of the 

promotional campaign, Nolan’s films have each been accompanied with documentaries that 

emphasize his films’ application of realism in differing forms. These include: Batman 

Unmasked: The Psychology of the Dark Knight (2008), Batman Tech (2008), Dreams: Cinema of 

the Subconscious (2010), and The Science of Interstellar (2014); in addition, dozens of 

featurettes that feature cast and crew speak about Nolan’s approach of presenting realism within 

their craft. Each of the listed documentaries as well as several of the featurettes will be utilized 

within the analysis of the following chapters. The “official discourse” from Nolan and several of 

his most frequent collaborators will aide in not only analyzing the film texts, but also illustrate of 

how Nolan has been branded as a “realist” auteur within studio promotional materials.9 

                                                 
7 7 Used as a marketing ploy, Nolan and studio marketing bring media attention to every minor controversy arisen 
due to Nolan’s focus on realism. Such as his insistence on shooting and projecting on film, sound irregularities, and 
practical effects. (Many of these will be explored within the following chapters). 
8 Each theatrical trailer for Nolan’s films contain misleading information about the films’ plots. Inception, for 
example, implied that inception was stealing an idea, versus planting one. Interestellar’s teaser trailer contained no 
footage of the actual film, only setting the mood for the film about a history of scientific exploration. 
9 Erin Hill-Parks defines “official discourse” as anything stated by a director in DVD extra features or other 
promotional materials. She differentiates this from other written or spoken materials such as “Critical Discourse” 
which includes professional reviews and “Audience Discourse” which includes reception from the general public. 
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It is often argued, by critics of the auteur theory, that a film is a collaborative medium 

which requires far more than one individual’s input to be completed effectively (Simpson 2014). 

It is true that a film director is not like other artists who alone create their art. A painter, for 

example, is usually the only one holding the paintbrush that creates a work of art. An auteur 

director needs enough creative power to capture their vision through their “lens” when filtering 

so many collaborative ideas. This notion of creative power can be even further emphasized when 

a director is also the primary writer on a project and more importantly when they assemble 

relatively the same crews from film to film. As will later be argued, by Nolan maintaining 

relatively the same production crew he is not only able to use them to help brand his working 

methods, but also able to more seamlessly capture his vision through their frequent collaboration. 

As mentioned, Nolan’s wife and producer Emma Thomas is arguably his closest and most 

important collaborator in achieving his vision consistently throughout his career. Nolan’s brother 

and frequent co-writer has worked on his films in different capacities since Doodlebug and 

inspired Nolan’s narrative for Memento. They have since worked on each of the films within the 

Dark Knight Trilogy, The Prestige, Inception and Interstellar. The productive and quite 

innovative photography captured in each of Nolan’s films from Memento to Inception was also 

achieved through his close collaboration with cinematographer Wally Pfister.10 Together they are 

resolute in their insistence of not filming with digital media and the challenge of shooting with 

IMAX cameras. Other important collaborators whose work is instantly recognizable within 

Nolan’s films include Lee Smith, who Nolan closely collaborated with in the editing of his films, 

and Nathan Crowley who brings Nolan’s rough designs into a reality. Without Warner Brothers, 

however, the studio who has funded all but one of Christopher Nolan’s quarter billion dollar 

                                                 
10 Wally Pfister won an Academy Award for Best Cinematography for his work on Inception. 
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experiments over the past decade, the fantastical ideas which had long laid dormant in his mind 

perhaps never would have become a reality. Collaborators to Christopher Nolan are significant as 

each of his filmmaking associates help in establishing Nolan’s film techniques and methods as a 

brand of his oeuvre. Each of the above key members of the crew, when speaking about their craft 

within interviews and bonus featurettes, often only speak of their role in achieving Nolan’s 

vision for a film. The descriptions of their work tend to limit recognition of their own 

contributions, in favor of giving credit to Nolan, considering everything is funneled through his 

lens.11 It is through Nolan’s frequent collaborations that more recognition of his work is 

generated and further brands him as an auteur. This however results in diminishing the 

contributions of others, which is commonly a consequence and a critique of auteur study. 

 

Cinematic Reality and Influences 

Although it is not analyzed in much detail within any of the chapters, it is also 

meaningful to understand some of Christopher Nolan’s working methods and influences as they 

are often used within his auteur branding. Nolan’s attraction and emphasis on realism appears to 

have arisen from influential films viewed during his childhood. As is seen, Nolan was heavily 

influenced, not only by the films, but also directors behind them. This influence has affected the 

way he makes his films, especially when presenting technical and cinematic reality.12 

                                                 
11 Christopher Nolan’s association with a reoccurring group of collaborators on the screen also aids in setting his 
films distinctly within his oeuvre. Similar to Wes Anderson, Tim Burton, Quentin Tarantino, Alfred Hitchcock, and 
Joel and Ethan Coen and many other auteur directors, Nolan has an ensemble of actors who often appear within his 
films. Michael Caine, for example, has appeared in each of Nolan’s six films since appearing in Batman Begins in 
2005. He has never been a lead character, but is able to expound upon much of the didactic dialogue, usually in 
apprentice roles, such as butler Alfred with Bruce Wayne. Cillian Murphy has appeared in five films and Christian 
Bale in four, both in supporting and leading roles. Joseph Gordon Leavitt, Marion, Cotillard, Ken Watanabe and 
Tom Hardy have each also started in multiple roles, which help give Nolan a consistent company of actors to fill his 
complicated film characterizations. 
12 Nolan hopes to bring more cinematic and technological realism, to make the viewing of his films as satisfying of 
experiences possible. For example, Nolan demands that he capture his recorded images using the standard 
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Christopher Nolan is a part of a movement of filmmakers, who have tried to bring back 

the nostalgic notion of the “cinematic experience” and in some ways “cinematic realism.”13 

Many auteur directors born within 1960-1970, including Quentin Tarantino, Paul Thomas 

Anderson, and Wes Anderson, were also among the last group of directors who started shooting 

on film, and whose early films were edited without a digital editing system.14 Christopher 

Nolan’s emergence as a film director also came during this transitional period and he also often 

strives to retain elements of the classical traditions of filmmaking. Although many of these 

directors were a part of the next generation of “film school brats,” Nolan was a self-taught 

director, making his early short films in his spare time with friends on weekends. Most of these 

filmmakers were also influenced by the original “film school brats” (Steven Spielberg, Martin 

Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola and George Lucas), who had changed the way that young 

filmmakers could participate in Hollywood films, often with their distinct styles and own sense 

of nostalgia. Nolan’s work demonstrates that his influences and working methods were not only 

motivated by when he started working, but also by the filmmakers he grew up watching.  

                                                 
photochemical film process, as he feels it gives a more “realistic cinematic look," compared to a digital one. More 
recently, Nolan has shot large portions of his films using IMAX cameras, whose 70-mm image gives 40% more 
clarity than standard 35 mm (Alguire), due to his belief that 35 mm “is the best film format that was ever invented 
(Lee), not only for its clarity, but for its enveloping characteristics.”  Nolan also resists having to loop the actors’ 
dialogue using ADR at the end of a shoot, instead striving to record all dialogue on the set, which can be a difficult 
and cumbersome process (Pacino). Nolan is also determined to shoot as many special effects “in camera," heavily 
limiting the use of computer generated images employed within his films. Of his process, Nolan admitted that “On 
Interstellar, I didn’t use any green screens” (Lewis-Kraus 2014). They achieved many of the effects in camera, and 
only enhanced certain areas by visual effects. Nolan also encourages viewers to see his movies in theaters projected 
on film (preferably in IMAX).  
13 Cinematic realism is neither a genre or even a movement. In fact, it does not really have a rigid formal criteria 
Cinematic realism mostly refers to the verisimilitude of a film to the believability of its characters and events. It can 
also refer to creating a cinematic experience in the theater by creating the most immersive experience possible, 
whether through realistic images, sound or sensory devices. 
14 Like Nolan, the directors mentioned are some of the few who still insist on shooting their movies on film, an 
almost abandoned technique in Hollywood. They also each are considered auteur directors, often branded based on 
their signatures. They also limit their use of CGI, instead desiring instead to shoot their films “in camera,” without 
any need for post-production visual effect additions. 
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From the beginning of Christopher Nolan’s career, he has enjoyed sharing his enthusiasm 

for his favorite films and adulating filmmakers who have inspired him. Starting with the 

promotion of Insomnia in 2002, Christopher Nolan’s influences began being revealed to further 

brand himself and his own work. As part of the extra-textual bonus features included on the 

DVD for Insomnia, Nolan revealed some of these filmmaking influences, something he has done 

with most every home video release since. The features also stress Nolan’s proclivity of offering 

“cinematic realism,” to further engage spectators. Nolan’s inclination of manufacturing “realism” 

in his films seems to arise mostly from the movies and filmmakers that inspired him as a child. 

Nolan has also participated in several professional short and feature documentaries such as These 

Amazing Shadows, and Side by Side, where he discusses these influences. His ruminations about 

the films and filmmakers who have inspired him has become another way for Nolan to use 

media, to further brand himself and offer extra-textual understanding of where many of his ideas 

derive. 

Unlike many of the original “film school brats,” who often credit early Hollywood film 

directors such as Cecil B. DeMille, John Ford or Orson Welles as inspirations, Nolan credits 

filmmakers whose films were produced during his own formative years.  Directors Stanley 

Kubrick (2001: A Space Odyssey), Ridley Scott (Blade Runner & Alien), and George Lucas (Star 

Wars), have each heavily influenced Nolan and thus, each of his films. Their influence is 

especially evident in Nolan’s own trademark of creating expansive visionary or future worlds, 

which are grounded within a sense of scientific reality, in his ambition to present sound science, 

as well as visually presenting technological reality, in the use of practical effects.  
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As already mentioned, watching George Lucas’ Star Wars (1977) at the age of seven 

changed the direction of Nolan’s life. In the PBS documentary, These Amazing Shadows (2011), 

which advocates film preservation and the films within the National Film Registry, Nolan states,  

I think for my generation, there isn’t a filmmaker working, in Hollywood certainly, who 
can deny the influence of the Star Wars films.15 It simply opened up a feeling of reality in 
science fiction. The feeling of a completely thought through world that existed outside 
the frame. I think when we look at the history of movies, I don’t believe there’s been as 
dominant a cultural milestone in cinema as that first Star Wars film. 
 
Christopher Nolan has also long stated the significant impact that Stanley Kubrick’s films 

and filmmaking style has had on his own career. Thomas Allen Nelson’s Kubrick: Inside a Film 

Artist's Maze analyzes Kubrick’s representative uses of mazes within his films. Kubrick’s visual 

and symbolic use of “The Maze” is one of Nolan’s most influential connective threads as each of 

his own films offer similar mazes, which will be further explored in Chapter 2. 2001: A Space 

Odyssey (1968) has also invariably influenced large portions of Nolan’s work, especially when 

concerning his insistence upon employing technical and scientific reality. Kubrick often utilized 

crisp formal design as well as decisive imagery and architecture, which Nolan often uses within 

his own films, especially in Inception and Interstellar. When inquired about his interest in 

science-fiction and his passion for 2001: A Space Odyssey, Nolan stated, “I think I’m not so 

much a fan of science fiction, per se, as I am a fan of cinema that creates worlds, that creates an 

entire alternate universe that you can escape into for a couple of hours” (These Amazing 

Shadows).  

Lastly, Nolan’s comments concerning Sir Ridley Scott are quite similar to his reasoning 

behind his interest in Star Wars. “I was inspired by Ridley Scott, certainly when I was a kid. 

                                                 
15 A brief list of directors who have claimed to have been influenced by Star Wars includes: James Cameron, J.J. 
Abrams, John Lasseter, David Fincher, Peter Jackson, Ridley Scott, John Singleton, Joss Whedon, Kevin Smith and 
Roland Emmerich. 
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Alien (1979), Blade Runner (1982) just blew me away because they created these extraordinary 

worlds that were just completely immersive” (IMDb). Scott’s labyrinthine design, likened to rats 

in a maze in Alien, as well as his dystopian imagery within Blade Runner and his 1984 

Macintosh commercial are also reminiscent within many of Nolan’s films, especially Memento, 

and the Dark Knight Trilogy.  In Side by Side, Nolan speaks further about Blade Runner’s impact 

on him, stating, 

You can truly lose yourself in that cinematic experience, really opening up a way of 
looking at reality completely differently. I’ve always enjoyed films that reward multiple 
viewings. Films that if you choose to come back and look at them again, you might see 
something else in them. Each frame [of Blade Runner], each shot is full of the most 
extraordinary detail. It’s really too much to take in on a first viewing and it requires 
subsequent viewings to sort of orient yourself in the world of that film and see all the 
different layers that went into that grand design. 
 
Through the inspiration of these directors and their films, Christopher Nolan has 

patterned a similar path in his filmmaking: a path that included creating expansive and 

immersive worlds, and crafting cerebral narratives that makes one question one’s own place 

within existence. Each director was also quite savvy in the self-promotion of their own work. 

Through these similar methods, Nolan’s brand has become not only one of cinematic immersion, 

but also promotable use of homage based upon the artistic creations of influential filmmakers. 

  

Examples of Nolan’s Cinematic Reality 

 A representational example of Christopher Nolan’s employment of cinematic reality can 

clearly be seen within the Dark Knight Trilogy. The following will help demonstrate the 

industrial thought process that Nolan uses when developing and branding his films as 

cinematically real. Stylistically, the Dark Knight Trilogy shares many similarities to earlier 
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Batman feature films, especially in the use of expressionistic make-up and gritty tone.16 Nolan 

however took a very different approach to his trilogy in grounding the characters and locations in 

more realism than any iteration that came before, which psychologically helps creates the 

illusion of cinematic reality. Travis Langley affirmed this when he wrote, “Where Tim Burton 

and his team had created a Gotham askew from our reality, built upon massive sound stages with 

nightmare architecture and no hint that the rest of the planet might even exist, Nolan gave us a 

city as real as he could with scenes shot in London and Chicago, no gigantic soundstage, and its 

hero roaming the planet” (Langley 2012: 20). Speaking on realism within his films, Nolan stated, 

“You try and get the audience to invest in cinematic reality. When I talk about reality in these 

films, it’s often misconstrued as a direct reality, but it’s really about a cinematic reality” (BBC 

2015), which is really simply a psychological illusion Nolan uses to brand his films. Nolan’s 

determination to shoot outside of a soundstage became even more pronounced in The Dark 

Knight, a fact that was heavily promoted before the film’s release: production designer Nathan 

Crowley noted, “We were very much soundstage based on the first film. We came to the 

conclusion that we should just go into the city and do as little sound-stage work as possible. You 

know, real buildings, real locations, on a large scale" (Batman Begins Blu-ray). Location shots in 

The Dark Knight became quite apparent in several of the IMAX sequences, such as the The Dark 

Knight’s prologue, the tops of skyscrapers in the Hong Kong, and in the banking district of 

downtown Gotham where a semi-truck was flipped. There were also low-key shots of the city 

within the mayor’s office, from Wayne Enterprises to Bruce Wayne’s penthouse suite.   

                                                 
16 Excluding Batman: The Movie (1966), which was based on the equally campy television show, starring Adam 
West. 
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Analysis in the following chapters further explores Nolan’s application of “realism,” to 

demonstrate Christopher Nolan’s artistic vision as one of the most commercially successful 

modern-day auteurs (Furby and Joy 2015, Chang and Barker 2014).  It is through the utilization 

of Nolan’s technical and cinematic realism that Nolan is better able to achieve his objective of 

exhibiting subjective, psychological and scientific realities within his films. Analysis of Nolan’s 

working method also assists in understanding how his status as an auteur helps brand his work, 

bringing additional recognition to his films and as a result additional income to both the studio 

and Nolan. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A SUBJECTIVE TRIP THROUGH THE MAZE 

Following, Memento and Insomnia 

From the very beginning of Christopher Nolan’s non-adolescent explorations in 

filmmaking, his films have each emphasized aspects of subjectivity, as both a thematic and 

stylistic signature.17 This commonality is especially evident within his first three feature length 

films: Following (1998), Memento (2000), and Insomnia (2002). Nolan’s focus on the 

subjectivity of his leading character’s inner psyche allows the audience access to the mind of the 

characters. This focus of subjectivity is common within certain styles of filmmaking, particularly 

Impressionism (Bordwell 1980), Expressionism (Campora 2014) and Film Noir (Fluck 2001, 

Bordwell 2008), but Nolan often utilizes subjective approaches as another way to further 

establish his goal of offering differing forms of realism to cinematic spectators. As part of 

promotional interviews, Nolan has often stated that he sees cinema as the ultimate form of 

offering a discernment of reality (Aronson 2015). In one such interview he stated, “I'm fascinated 

by our subjective perception of reality, that we are all stuck in a very singular point of view, a 

singular perspective on what we all agree to be an objective reality, and movies are one of the 

ways in which we try to see things from the same point of view” (Wilford 2012). Nolan’s notion 

of subjective reality is heavily emphasized within each of his film’s anti-hero leads, and also 

within his feature film’s formal elements. Three significant narrative and formal elements within 

Christopher Nolan’s films that directly correlate to his concentration on subjectivity and realism 

include: his emphasis on emblematic mazes, the representation of characters within real filming 

                                                 
17 Subjectivity for the purposes of this analysis is being defined as distinctive character traits and motivations which 
are observed by a cinematic spectator to gain a personal understanding of the characters point of view or mindset 
and in some cases becoming a subjective participant in their actions.  Sometimes referred as Psychological Realism, 
but my argument will redefine psychological realism in Chapter 3. 
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locations, and through his utilization of a unique film editing structure. Although each of the 

above elements are used throughout his filmography, they are especially prevalent within his 

early features. Nolan scholar Erin Hill-Parks often emphasizes the distinct approach of his early 

films and his focus on the subjective point of view. She stated, “Nolan's work explores 

existential, ethical and epistemological themes such as subjective experience, distortion of 

memory, human morality, and construction of personal identity” (Hill-Parks 2011). Each aspect 

also ably offers the spectator an enhanced understanding of a character’s subjective experience, 

which are often presented through the concepts of a Puzzle Film and “The Maze.”18 

The concept of intricate narratives has been discussed, at least, since Aristotle (Buckland 

2009: 1-2). Puzzle Films or movies that contain especially complex forms of storytelling, and 

which also reject many of the classical forms of narrative, became most prevalent in the late 

1990s. David Bordwell - Film Futures (2002) and Warren Buckland - Puzzle Films: Complex 

storytelling in Contemporary Cinema (2009), have recently considered modern filmmakers 

practice of employing Aristotle’s concepts of “complex storytelling.” Each would later publish 

research in areas surrounding these multifaceted films, which Christopher Nolan’s filmography 

fits well within. Stefano Ghislotti has argued that Puzzle films “have in fact the particularity of 

highlighting the role of the viewers” (Ghislotti 2009: 87), which correspondingly emphasizes the 

subjective nature of the film and seemingly the eventual outcome of the narrative. Although 

Nolan has stated that “audiences shouldn’t approach his movies like puzzles to be solved,” his 

                                                 
18 Concepts surrounding a maze have long been used both symbolically and literally within film and literature. 
Nolan’s films, in general, have often relied on classical literary tropes and philosophy within the construction of his 
films and in homage to other films and filmmakers (See Introduction – Influences) 

Visual uses: Pan’s Labyrinth (2006), Labyrinth (1986), The Shining (1980), Brazil (1985), Alice in 
Wonderland (1951), Last Year at Marienbad (1961), Inception (2010), The Lady From Shanghai (1947), Street of 
Crocodiles (1986), Suspiria (1977), Coraline (2009), The Maze Runner (2014), Synecdoche, New York (2008)  

Thematic uses: Groundhog Day (1992), Sleuth (1972), Spirited Away (2001), F for Fake (1973), The Third 
Man (1949), The Big Sleep (1946), Citizen Kane (1941), The Tree of Life (2011), Metropolis (1927), Russian Ark 
(2002), Inland Empire (2006), The Seashell and the Clergyman (1928) 
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films each have characteristics not only of a puzzle, but also of labyrinthine structures, depicted 

both narratively and visually.  

The maze would eventually become not only one of his major signatures, but also would 

be used as a representational trademark for Nolan and his work. Beginning in 2005, after 

becoming an established Hollywood director with the release of Batman Begins (2005), he and 

his wife Emma Thomas started their own production company. They named their company 

Syncopy, a word derived from the medical term syncope, which means “fainting or a loss of 

consciousness” (Ruwald 2013: 60). The company’s name describes themes and characters that 

are often included within his films, such as memory, mental disorders, guilt, and explorations of 

one’s identity. The Syncopy logo is a long rectangular box, designed to resemble a complicated 

maze. Each of the letters in S Y N C O P Y are deep craters of the maze walls (see Figure 1), 

which raise to eventually become more pronounced. This production company logo would 

similarly be used in the ad and marketing campaign for the release of Christopher Nolan’s 

Inception in 2010 (see Figure 2). The logo can also be representative of Nolan’s tendency to 

compel audiences to question whether they are watching characters within a maze, or whether 

they are actually a part of it themselves, also attempting to maneuver through the perplexity. 

 

 
Figure 1. Nolan and Thomas' Syncopy 

company logo. Figure 2. Marketing logo used for Inception. 

 
Speaking on the metaphorical concepts of a labyrinth, Nolan stated, “I always find myself 

gravitating to the analogy of a maze. Think of film noir and if you picture the story as a maze, 
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you don't want to be hanging above (objective) the maze watching the characters make the 

wrong choices because it's frustrating. You actually want to be in the maze (subjective) with 

them, making the turns at their side, that keeps it more exciting...I quite like to be in that maze” 

(Quoted in Boucher 2010).  When analyzing Nolan’s filmography, the visual and narrative 

concepts surrounding “the maze” helps better explain how and why Nolan places the spectator 

within the subjective point of view of the lead character.19 By doing this, the viewer becomes 

more invested in the character, their motivations, and in many ways, almost makes them more of 

an accomplice in their actions. It is the character that leads him/her throughout the narrative, but 

through the subjective experiences of his anti-heroes, Nolan creates a potentially realistic point 

of view, by offering an assessment or augmented understanding of the character’s motivations.  

Christopher Nolan’s early films especially rely on the audience having little knowledge 

outside what the characters within the films would have. This method allows audiences to 

encounter a more realistic subjective experience. This approach also symbolically places the 

viewer into the mind of the lead characters, which dually initiates conjecture of upcoming events 

and often confusion for both the characters and audiences alike. Nolan’s method is seemingly 

influenced by techniques used by Alfred Hitchcock, yet he often employs them in a differing 

way. Hitchcock too would visually depict internalized mental subjectivity, better demonstrating 

the motivations of his characters, but unlike Nolan’s philosophy, Hitchcock often offers the 

audience more foresight of upcoming events than the characters have themselves.20 Hitchcock’s 

famous analogy of building suspense, for example, demands that spectators be made aware of a 

                                                 
19 Being John Malkovich (1999), directed by Spike Jonze and written by Charlie Kaufman, presented a symbolic 
example of the spectator literally stepping into the mind of another character, and seeing their point of view. 
20 Scottie following Madeline and depictions of his disorder in Vertigo (1958). The heroine’s aversion to the color 
red in Marnie (1964). Psychoanalysis representation in Spellbound (1946). Inner monologue of George Marshall in 
Rich and Strange (1932). 
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bomb’s presence under a table long before a character is ever cognizant of it, offering the 

audience objective foresight. This method representatively removes spectators from the “maze,” 

allowing them insight to the twists and turns ahead, thus eliminating Nolan’s goal of offering a 

more realistic subjective point of view. Nolan’s narrative objectives do not seem to focus on the 

creation of suspense, as much as to offer a more psychologically realistic journey by putting 

viewers in the subjective view of his characters.  

As part of his film’s narrative labyrinths, Nolan often uses flashbacks within the editing 

construction of his films. Nolan implemented this filmmaking approach from Terrence Malick 

after seeing his film The Thin Red Line in 1998 (Mottram 2002: 186).21 Terrence Malick, who is 

considered by scholars and critics as a poetic visual artist (Patterson 2007), has often utilized 

flashbacks within his narratives as a way to better understand the subjective states of his 

characters. Unlike many filmmakers who use flashbacks simply as a narrative device within a 

film’s construction, Malick and Nolan use them for the purpose of manufacturing relatable 

characterizations on the screen. Screenwriter Syd Field accentuates this notion when arguing that 

flashbacks should “really [be] a function of character, not story” (Field). Each use of a flashback 

in The Thin Red Line, for example, presents past memories through the subjective mentality of 

individuals within the narrative. As a result, their recollections are merely a reflection of their 

own perspective more than the reality of the actual events. Despite the distortion of the so-called 

“realism," due to a more subjective perception, this type of flashback is actually able to offer a 

better subjective reality to the spectator, as they can become better absorbed within the 

character’s personal perspective. Field’s analysis also emphasizes the difference between a 

                                                 
21 As part of a promotional video campaign for Malick’s The Tree of Life (2011), director’s David Fincher and 
Christopher Nolan each championed Malick’s lyrical approach to filmmaking, his use of flashbacks and his 
immense influence on their work (Heimatlandfilms - YouTube).  
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standard flashback and what he terms a flashpresent.  He states that, “The flashpresent is 

anything we see the character thinking and feeling in the present moment, whether a thought, 

dream, memory, or fantasy” (Field).22 Both Malick’s and Nolan’s use of “flashbacks” are more 

suitably described under Field’s term as a flashpresent and are significant in gaining an enhanced 

understanding of the mentality behind a character’s motivations. Nolan often utilizes 

flashpresents by exhibiting fragmented strands of memory that can better immerse the spectator 

within certain characters’ subjective points of view.23 The use of flashpresents within Nolan’s 

films will be analyzed to gain an enhanced understanding of the character’s subjective points of 

view.  

Another way that Christopher Nolan’s films have offered suggestions of both technical 

and subjective reality is Nolan’s proclivity of shooting within real locations, whenever possible. 

It is my argument that these real locations are also often symbolic of a character’s subjectivity. 

Like many of Nolan’s other signatures surrounding his trademark of presenting realism, he feels 

the inclusion of these traits enhances the cinematic experience (Brevet 2008).24 This belief is 

continually emphasized within marketing interviews and other promotional campaigns to 

persistently brand his work. Speaking of his habit of shooting on locations, Nolan stated, 

“Location shoots are difficult, but I enjoy it. It’s difficult, but you are able to see reactions to the 

                                                 
22 A flashpresent is essentially a subjective flashback that contains a characters current/present mental content. (i.e. 
Bruce Wayne’s nightmare in the beginning of Batman Begins. Dormer’s images as he contemporaneously visualizes 
his past events in Insomnia. Leonard’s visualizations of his dead wife in Memento). 
23 Examples include: Amnesiac Leonard in Memento, insomniac Detective Dormer in Insomnia, crime fighter Bruce 
Wayne in the Dark Knight Trilogy, magicians Robert Angier and Alfred Borden in The Prestige and intellectual 
thief Cobb in Inception each are characters whose flashbacks, or flashpresents, offer spectators subjective strands of 
their often distorted memories. 
24 In speaking on the difficulties that location shoots entail, Nolan stated, “It’s an unusual way to make a film, but 
it’s what we needed to do to really get the size and scope we needed for the film. To be shooting as much as possible 
in real places, on real locations. Not just the city streets, but some of the interiors of the mayor’s office, the 
conference rooms, things like that we wanted real views out of those windows. We wanted to make the film more 
real world scale” (Brevet). 
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environment,” which he believes adds a sense of “reality” to both the actor’s performance and 

the audience’s reaction to a scene (Interstellar Blu-ray). Matthew McConaughey, for example, 

shot much of Interstellar on location with Nolan, in areas such as Iceland. As part of a studio 

promotional video McConaughey echoed Nolan’s philosophy when emphasizing how he gained 

motivation for his character, when he stated, “Imagination is fun, but when you can get the 

reality, it’s a bonus for both me and the audience” (Interstellar Blu-ray). This belief that an 

actor’s reaction to actual environments enhances a performance can also further encourage the 

perception of subjective realism within the spectator as well. Many of Christopher Nolan’s 

filming locations can also be characteristic of Nolan himself, represented as a part of his brand. 

He often shoots his films in London and Chicago, each native cities of his upbringing.25 Filming 

in actual locations can add a more organic feeling and offers a sense of visual realism, which in 

Nolan’s case, will be argued to also be representative of the lead character’s frame of mind.  

The most obvious of Christopher Nolan’s stylistic or visual signatures is his utilization of 

fragmented narratives. Scholar Jonathan Olson has argued that the use of “Non-chronological 

narrative structure [is] designed to enhance the audience experience by putting them in the 

character’s point of view (Olson 2015: 47), which in turn creates a form of subjective reality. 

The editing and arrangement of his films is another way that Nolan can emphasize the subjective 

nature of his narratives, while also creating a recognizable film structure that also establishes his 

brand. Due to his films’ unique constructions, they often offer layers that need to be unfolded by 

the spectator throughout a first viewing. From an industrial and economic standpoint, this also 

often encourages audiences to view the films multiple times, allowing further word of mouth 

marketing, and additional revenue. Although his films each contain structural multi-

                                                 
25 Namely, the Dark Knight Trilogy, Inception and The Prestige (setting). 
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dimensionality, through narrative layering, flashbacks, and subjective points of view etc., his 

first three features contain structures that are much more fractured than any of his later films. 

The editing structures are also often representative of the lead anti-hero characters and frequently 

also the themes of the film, such as scenes being organized more conversationally. The following 

case studies offer insights into how each of his early feature films encourages the viewer to 

participate in the subjective perspective of the lead characters. Through concepts such as a 

narrative maze, realistic use of locations, as well as unique editing structures, each film 

demonstrates ways in which Nolan brands himself and his films within notions of subjective 

realism as his films attempt to put the spectator in the head of the lead characters.26 

 

Following (1998) 

Following is Nolan’s first feature film to employ subjective perception through its 

characters. He had previously explored subjective notions of psychosis within his short films, 

most notably Doodlebug (1997), but now could explore these concepts on a larger scale, using a 

classic film noir formula. Following is about an unnamed young man living in London with 

aspirations of being writer. To gather material for his stories, he begins observing individuals on 

the busy streets near his home. Early in the film the audience is introduced to Cobb, a well-

dressed, sleek looking gentleman whom the young man has been following, due to his interesting 

bag. When Cobb confronts him in a small coffee shop, he eventually confides that he is a thief 

and that his bag is full of stolen goods. Taking the young man under his wing, Cobb begins to 

teach him how to successfully break into flats and how to concoct disorder in the lives of whose 

                                                 
26 Including Following’s non-linear structure, Memento’s backwards linear structure, and Insomnia’s questionable 
subjective structure. 
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flats they break into.27 One of the first flats they burgle is Teresa’s, who represents the film’s 

femme fatal. The young man becomes obsessed with Teresa and begins following her. After 

eventually introducing himself to her in the bar of her thug “boyfriend," they begin to date. The 

young man soon becomes trapped in an intricate deceit. The young man often believes he is the 

one in charge, orchestrating the action and cognizant of his surroundings. Along with the 

audience, however, he soon discovers he has been the one being orchestrated all along. 

Following’s preliminary dialogue emphasizes the open interpretation of the film’s title 

when the young man states,  

The following is my explanation, more of an account of what happened. I’d been on my 
own for a while and getting kind of lonely…and bored…nothing to do all day. And that’s 
when I started shadowing, following. I started to follow people. 
 

The title’s association with voyeurism is a clear and obvious component of the narrative and 

themes. Similar to film noir however, “The following…” is also a subjective explanation of past 

choices and the events that led the young man to his present situation. After the opening 

narration, which depicts the young man walking on the London streets, it is revealed that his 

reflections on his “following” are being recounted to a detective. The film’s overarching 

conversation with the detective, who is depicted in a typical film noir fashion, directly links to 

the film’s presentation of the editing structure.28 

Following is presented employing a fragmented editing structure, which presents scenes 

in what appears to be random order. This seemingly sporadic editing, at first glance, is not 

necessarily a good argument for representing realism to the viewer, as the genuine human 

experience encounters life chronologically. What Nolan’s distinctive structure does is offer a 

                                                 
27 Leaving a pair of unfamiliar female panties in a young couple’s flat, taking just one earring, instead of both, 
rummaging through their secret boxes, which the film explains is a window into their unknown selves etc. 
28 Lit darkly, doesn’t reveal much until the end, asks probing questions etc. 
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configuration that more convincingly resembles a visual depiction of human memory as well as a 

more natural conversational construction of recollection. Following’s structure in this 

perspective offers a much more realistic arrangement when considering this aspect of human 

narrative recollection. What spectator’s witness, while watching the film, is almost entirely the 

subjective evaluation from the young man. It is a visual presentation of his accounting of the 

events that transpired upon meeting Cobb. The order of the scenes is constructed in the form of 

answering questions, more than if he were recounting a chronological narrative of events. 

Almost all of the visualizations presented are based on his subjective memory of the events, 

which due to a more limited view within his symbolic maze, does not contain the whole truth 

surrounding all the incidents within the narrative. Like the experiences the young man relates to 

the detective, the viewer too is restricted in the exposition that is given, placing them in a similar 

disadvantage of knowing the direction of upcoming events. When considering Following as a 

Puzzle Film, the central conundrum is simply to figure out – within the non-linear narrative – 

what actually happened in the fictional world of the film.29 The plot is cunningly constructed to 

conceal certain details until well-orchestrated twists are revealed later in the film. The film’s 

presentation offers the spectator direct access to the subjective viewpoint of the lead character, 

despite the film’s structure being perplexing. Their perspective helps in understanding their 

position and perhaps may even evoke sympathy (as many spectators too are manipulated by the 

characters and narrative). 

Literary applications of a “maze” often represent the “visualization of the loss of self” 

(Nelson 2000), which can signify an individual’s journey of heading nowhere in particular, or 

                                                 
29 Spectators attempt to decipher where a particular scene falls within a linear time structure, often based on the 
appearance of the young man, whose look changes constantly throughout the film29. Changes in his hair, clothes, 
and facial wounds are the best indicators of where a scene falls within the young man’s conversation with the 
detective. 
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more likely, into danger. While the young man becomes more engrossed in his new involvement 

as a thief, images of a maze are also present within the film’s mise-en-scene or in the 

arrangement of the film’s locations and scenery.30 The film’s minimal budget, as well as, his 

continual voyeuristic observations on the streets dictated the demand of filming in actual 

locations.31 London’s towering labyrinthine streets, come to represent the journey of the young 

man. The beginning of the film depicts the young man as free-floating as he walks the streets of 

London. Upon meeting Cobb, the young man continues to be shown walking in the streets, all 

while symbolically being led deeper into an obscure path, with Cobb in the lead. Locations such 

as the roof of an apartment building overlooking the complex London streets, depict Cobb as 

playing an omniscient god-like character, who seemingly has all the answers.32 Other locations 

that represent maze-like environments include Cobb’s abandoned office building where he 

stashes his stolen goods, as well as the bar, where the young man meets Teresa and eventually 

breaks into the safe to steal pictures for her. Upon first viewing, the audience, like the young 

man, is left completely in the dark of Cobb and Teresa’s true intentions. The young man is 

representative of a rat in maze, with each location being representative of that maze. He is 

constantly being left crumbs of deceit, which leads him to his ultimate doom.  

                                                 
30 The film’s cinematography also emphasizes these notions of entanglement and entrapment. Early in the film, for 
example, where many of the film’s early compositions were shot wide, the London streets and each of the locations 
start to be shot more tightly, giving the illusion of being more constricted. These images offer not only visual 
examples of his subjective perspective, but also come to represent the young man’s journey that unknowingly started 
when he first followed Cobb. 
31  Christopher Nolan on several occasions has emphasized that decisions made by a director should not only be seen 
solely as economical choices, such as Following being filmed in black and white and not color, because it is 
cheaper. Nolan has argued that artistic choices should not be seen as flaws or viewed negatively, as they were often 
selected and not essential. Nolan’s insistence of filming in actual locations, for example, continued long after he had 
the money to build large sets or create settings through CGI. Shooting on location is quite expensive (unless done 
secretively like when making Following) and often a preference by the filmmaker.  
32 The roof was used several times, first after fleeing an apartment whose tenants returned home and notably again 
when Cobb beat the young man upon discovering he was sleeping with Teresa, whom they had earlier robbed. Upon 
being beaten, the young man is shown sitting on the ground surrounded by visualizations of maze walls. 
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Two scenes towards the end of the film demonstrate that the narrative derives from young 

man’s own subjective assessment while being lost in a maze of deception. The narrative 

revelations in the editing structure are the only instances when the spectators are given additional 

information outside the young man’s own perspective. These scenes actually aide in arguing that 

spectators were never outside of the maze, or ever knew more than the lead character, even 

though it first appears so. This will be confirmed, as the detective will later reveal that scenes 

actually never happened, and must have been from the young man’s own perception of the 

events.  

The first scene occurs about 48-minutes into the film and depicts Cobb and Teresa in bed 

together, revealing not only that they are lovers, but also that they have been collectively 

working to deceive and manipulate the young man. The young man was not present in the room, 

thus would have no knowledge of these events, which would seemingly place the spectator 

outside of the maze.33 At about 58-minutes audiences witness another conversation between 

Cobb and Teresa, this time, revealing his intentions to frame the young man for the murder of a 

woman he burgled, but supposedly did not kill. The scene divulges that the police have already 

questioned Cobb and he is looking for someone who looks similar enough to him to take the 

blame. This scene too reveals more information than the young man would be aware of. A scene 

quickly following the last involves a conversation between Teresa and the young man. Teresa at 

last discloses that Cobb is planning to frame him for murder. She also reveals that she was only 

interested in him so that he would steal incriminating pictures so she could blackmail her former 

mobster “boyfriend.” Obviously distraught, the young man threatens to go to the police, but she 

                                                 
33 The Prestige similarly adds layers of confusion before eventually revealing the truth, the film soon offers 
additional depth. Such as Robert Angier (Jackman) realizing that the journal he had stolen from Alfred Borden 
(Bale) had actually been faked to manipulate his competitor’s mindset and ego. 
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warns him, “I wouldn’t do this if I were you.” The immediate scene following Teresa’s 

confessions to the young man is back in the interrogation room, where he states to the detective, 

“That’s it, that’s the whole story.”  

Although Following came before Nolan’s viewing of The Thin Red Line, the two scenes 

described above can be argued to be examples of a flashpresent, as the scenes themselves, upon 

further analysis, are actually from the subjective viewpoint of the young man (as they are 

visualizations of his version of the events), which he is relaying to the detective conversationally.  

It is my argument that the two scenes were simply implied conclusions from the last 

conversation the young man had with Teresa, before meeting with the detective. Therefore, the 

only objective scenes within the film, are the young man’s conversation with the detective. As 

such, the spectator was never actually outside of the maze. The young man simply was filling in 

the blanks of the events on his own, when answering questions with the detective. This claim is 

supported by the fact that the scenes never would have occurred, as the scenes are full of 

misleading and false information to reality, such as the upcoming revelation that an “old woman” 

was never murdered. They were each simply reflections of the young man’s own understanding 

of Teresa and Cobb’s deception, which the investigator eventually explains. The detective 

informs the young man that they have no unsolved murder cases in connection to an old woman. 

They also have never questioned anyone by the name of Cobb in connection to murder or 

burglary, but that they did find Teresa dead in her apartment. New visual perceptions from the 

young man reveal him solving the puzzle of Cobb’s deception in his own mind, which the 

spectator also witnesses. From the beginning Cobb had always been playing a part, a reality lost 

on the young man and most likely the viewer. A subjective scene from the young man pieces 

together that Cobb has been instructed to kill Teresa, by her mobster boyfriend, because her 
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demands have become unreasonable. He hits her with a hammer that the young man had 

previously used with Cobb. The detective shows the young man a box they found in his 

apartment. In the box is Teresa’s one missing earring, a pair of Teresa’s panties and her passport 

picture, as well as a credit card that Cobb had previously given him to sign and pay for lunch. 

Whereas these scenes would appear to be a more objective view from outside of the maze, later 

revelations verify that Nolan’s structure was also meant to deceive the audience, via a misguided 

narrator.  

As with any of Christopher Nolan’s films, a second viewing can produce an immensely 

different interpretation and meaning for the spectator. Following demonstrates an orchestrated 

plot for the young man to take the fall for the eventual death of Teresa.  After the novelty of the 

twist is known, the film becomes much more about what is going on “in his head” and the 

conditions that drew him so deeply into the deception.  Due to Following’s enormous success 

within the international film festival and awards circuit, Nolan was able to quickly secure 

funding for his even more ambitiously structured follow-up, Memento. 

 

Memento (2000) 

Nolan’s sophomore effort Memento brought him even more recognition than he had 

received on the awards circuit for Following. The initial concept for Memento came from 

Nolan’s brother Jonathan (Jonah), while driving cross-country from Chicago to Los Angeles 

where Chris hoped to start his career in filmmaking. Memento chronicles the story of Leonard, 

an ex-insurance investigator who suffers from a condition called anterograde amnesia. Due to an 

accident, he can no longer build new memories, yet he attempts to discover the man, or possibly 

men, who murdered his wife, which is the last thing he remembers. Lost in his own mind, 
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Leonard, like the young man in Following, has to try to navigate through the deceit and 

misinformation around him. The audience similarly is often lost within the narrative, knowing 

only what Leonard already knows and seeing only what he sees. Memento unfolds backwards 

scene by scene, but is interspersed with chronologically structured black and white scenes that 

eventually converge towards the end of the film. This distinct structure reveals a murder to the 

audience that chronologically would be at the end of the film, but instead is presented at the 

beginning. This editing structure allows the audience to become detectives. Working backwards, 

the spectator self-investigates why the murder took place. In the film’s first three scenes, Nolan 

establishes a structural road map of how to watch the film.  

The opening title is in color and is the only scene literally presented in reverse. Audiences 

watch puzzlingly as a clear image on a Polaroid photo slowly disappears as it is shaken. The 

photograph eventually rises, lodging back into the camera. An empty bullet cartridge rolling 

around on the ground also rises back into its chamber, as an unknown man is violently shot in the 

back of his head. This unusual reverse presentation effectively acclimates the viewer into the 

world and structure that Nolan is creating. This reverse opening sets up the subsequent new color 

scene that presents new information leading up to where the last scene had concluded. Each of 

these color scenes is juxtaposed, however, with black and white scenes that on the surface appear 

to be more objective when concerning facts and reality. Unlike the reverse color sequences, the 

black and white scenes are presented chronologically, often picking up directly where the last 

scene left off. The scenes are also presented more objectively, with the camera often filming 

from unnaturally high angles almost from a birds-eye point of view. The shots are also often 

filmed handheld, using a documentary style resembling cinema verite. These changes in tone and 

appearance effectively differentiate the two distinctive methods, indicating a difference in 
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presentation of information from Leonard. The black and white scenes are most often filled with 

expository dialogue of Leonard explaining his condition and his work as an insurance 

investigator. Where the color scenes present his subjective point of view, the black and white 

scenes demonstrate on an objective level how Leonard is being manipulated, and eventually how 

the audience was also manipulated with possibly false information. 

Unlike most films, where eliminating a scene within the middle of a narrative will not 

heavily affect a film’s construction and may even improve it, Memento has a very logical reverse 

linear structure, where if one piece was removed, the film would collapse.34 Every scene is a 

vitally important piece of the narrative puzzle, which builds off the previous scenes and guides 

the direction of the following ones. The film’s construction also fortifies Nolan’s aim of making 

spectators a part of the character’s subjective journey while being lost within their narrative 

maze. As with most film noir or mystery films, Memento was designed to initially confuse 

audiences. The film’s narrative leads them in one direction, yet when the next scene is presented, 

their perspective inevitably changes based on new revelations or evidence.  Information within 

film’s opening, for example, lead audiences to assume that Teddy is Leonard’s wife’s murderer, 

based on the conclusion that Leonard killed him at the end of the first scene for a reason. Had the 

film been presented chronologically, questions concerning Teddy’s participation in her death 

never would have been in question. Presenting the film chronologically, viewers would have 

more of an advantage by being above the maze, having more foresight of each individual 

character’s rectitude and true intentions.  

                                                 
34 Following is also non-chronological, but does not have as rigid of a structure as Memento. Memento utilizes a film 
noir style, narrative, and structure that allow the audience to question characters’ motives. Inception similarly 
presents scenes non-chronologically as each layer reveals a different dream realm and perspective. 
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A color scene that necessitates the film’s backward presentation (for spectators to stay 

above the maze) is the confrontation between Leonard and Natalie (the film’s femme fatal). The 

scene opens with Natalie rushing in her house sobbing, claiming that Dodd, a drug hooligan, had 

just beaten her. Viewers are urged to sympathize with Natalie due to the recent loss of her 

boyfriend, assumedly killed by Leonard himself, and how supportive she has seemingly been to 

Leonard. When the next scene continues however, which chronologically actually would have 

transpired beforehand, audiences gain insight to the reality behind her beating. Upon verbally 

badgering and taunting Leonard by shouting terribly vicious remarks about his dead wife, he 

finally hits her to get her to stop. Leonard’s strike made her smile knowing that Leonard would 

not remember anything, unless he wrote it down. Upon a second viewing, the beginning of the 

scene subtly reveals Natalie gathering pens before starting her tirade. The scene concludes with 

Natalie, after sitting menacingly in the car, returning into the house only moments after leaving, 

by which time Leonard had forgotten everything. It is the film’s editing structure that enables 

spectators to not only join Leonard in the maze, by not knowing the narrative’s twists and turns, 

but the structure also allows them to better experience the world in which Leonard lives. Each 

color scene gives the viewer 3-7 minutes of new isolated information that does not necessarily 

suggest anything until the black and white and color scenes connect towards the end of film.  

The film ultimately reveals that everyone that Leonard encounters has been manipulating 

him for their own benefit, similar to how Nolan has been manipulating the viewer’s own 

emotions, memories, and comprehension by way of the film’s structure. Burt, the motel desk 

clerk, for example, took advantage of Leonard by charging him for a second room knowing he 

would not remember already having one. Teddy used Leonard in bypassing the law and killing 

criminals without a trial, like Natalie’s boyfriend Jimmy, knowing Leonard would kill anyone he 
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believes murdered his wife. Natalie similarly used Teddy’s same ruse in manipulating Leonard 

into thinking Teddy was the John G. he was looking for. The concept of manipulation within 

both theme and editing structure was not only paramount within Nolan’s early films, but will be 

used throughout the rest of Nolan’s other filmography, especially in films like The Prestige and 

Inception. 

The structure of Memento is reminiscent of human memory, where one must always 

question what are real memories and which may be false ones. Similar to Dormer in Insomnia, 

Memento’s narrative comes almost exclusively from the subjective point of view of its lead anti-

hero. Nolan has stated that he purposely structured Memento to represent “human subjectivity” 

when regarding the distortion of memory (Memento Blu-ray), demonstrating the fallibility of 

some individual’s recollection of reality. Leonard, for example, especially due to his condition, is 

a quite unreliable narrator, but that does not necessarily mean that he is lying. The manipulation 

of both Leonard in the narrative, and the spectator watching the film, makes it difficult to 

decipher what is truth. 

Memento similarly uses its filming location to establish the character of Leonard. Nolan 

both shot and set Memento in Los Angeles, but the city is presented almost unrecognizably. Each 

location within the film’s present chronology has a dark, rundown and messy appearance. These 

shooting environments each match the ambiguous moral figure Leonard has become. Whether it 

is the sordid discount motels, Ferdy’s Bar, the Tattoo parlor, or the abandoned and desolate 

refinery buildings, each are a current reflection of Leonard and his current state of mind. 

Flashpresent recollections of Leonard’s home life with his wife, visualizations of Sammy Jankis’ 

residence, and even the mental institution, are examples of warmer location settings.35 Each had 

                                                 
35 Sammy Jankis is a man who also suffers from anterograde amnesia. As an insurance claims manager, Leonard had 
observed Sammy, prior to his own accident, to determine if he was faking his condition. The film eventually hints 
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a much more welcoming appearance and represented Leonard before his condition, a time before 

his more dubious actions.  

Lost within his own mind due to his “condition,” Leonard is either represented in the 

location settings or within his current actions. At the beginning of one segment, for example, 

audiences see Leonard running in a dilapidated trailer park. Due to the nature of the film’s 

fractured structure and ever changing unusual setting, the viewer invariably is going to ponder 

the question “where are we.” Shortly into the scene, Leonard, because of his condition, too 

questions his location and why he is running. The film’s structure encourages the viewer to step 

into the role of an individual with anterograde amnesia, allowing you to question your position 

and motivations, similar to the characters. After Leonard notices another man running in the 

same direction, he concludes that he must be chasing him, and starts running towards him, which 

is a conclusion the viewer may have deduced as well. Shots are soon fired at Leonard by the man 

he “was chasing," making Leonard quickly realize that he’s the one being chased and changing 

his strategy. After the release of Memento, Christopher Nolan had established a distinctive brand 

for intellectual dramas, whose editing structures and use of real locations, encouraged audiences 

to become a part of the character’s subjective points of view. 

 

Insomnia (2002) 

Due to the success of Memento, Nolan was soon approached by Hollywood to direct a 

film. He eventually accepted an offer from Warner Brothers to direct Insomnia, from a 

                                                 
that Leonard may actually be describing himself when describing Sammy. Sammy accidently killed his wife by not 
remembering that he had already given her an insulin shot, possibly making Leonard the true killer of his wife.  A 
quick juxtaposition of Sammy in the mental institution reveals, almost subliminally, Leonard’s face in place of 
Sammy’s. This alludes that he may be the Sammy Jankis he describes, in the black and white scenes, throughout the 
narrative.  
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screenplay by Hillary Seitz. Based on the 1997 Norwegian film of the same name, Insomnia, to 

date, is the only screenplay that has not been written or co-written by Nolan. Although Nolan 

was given no screenwriting credit, the film contains themes that embody Nolan’s styles when 

concerning subjectivity and realism.  The film involves two police detectives, Will Dormer (Al 

Pacino) and Hap Eckhart (Martin Donovan), who are sent from Los Angeles to investigate the 

murder of Kay Connell (Crystal Lowe), in Nightmute, Alaska, a secluded town only accessible 

by water or air. Throughout the film, Detective Dormer’s conscience and psyche often provide a 

revealing subjective point of view to spectators. Insomnia is set during an Alaskan summer, 

where due to the extremley high latitude, light from the sun never completely disappears. This 

location uncannily represents Dormer’s inner turmoil at the beginning of the film as he grapples 

with past missteps he made as a detective in Los Angeles. Dormer and his partner Hap are 

currently a part of an internal affairs investigation whose entire department is being questioned 

on the grounds of ethics and as a result his past cases are now in question. 

Insomnia’s opening reveals a montage of images, such as ice, fabric, and blood. Each of 

the images is later used intermittently throughout the film. They are revealed to signify the inner 

psyche of Dormer and present the viewer with formalistic cues allowing them to become a part 

of his state of mind36. One of the striking montage images viewers observe are unusual 

cavernous glaciers, which are a beautiful amalgamation of pure white and aqua blue. As the 

images progress, blemishes start to appear in the ice revealing black discolorations which seem 

to taint the once pristinely picturesque ice. The glaciers are juxtaposed with flashes of extreme 

close-ups of what appears to be the crisscrossing of fabric, which, like the ice, also becomes 

tarnished, in this case with a dark liquid. As the images continue, the liquid is revealed to be 

                                                 
36 Dormer’s name is based on the Spanish term dormier, which means to sleep. 
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drops of blood on a white tee shirt, which is quickly absorbed into its own deep crevasses. The 

final image of the montage shows a mirror reflection of an unknown man with gloves rubbing 

the red liquid onto the clothing. As the images fade, Dormer quickly opens his eyes, revealing 

the images were dreamlike reflections of his mentality and inner fears. This construction allows 

the spectator to witness his anxieties and share his subjective mental state. His fatigue and 

concern are clarified when an insert of a Los Angeles newspaper validates his angst: the headline 

announces an upcoming investigation into police evidence tampering. An aerial shot reveals that 

he and his partner Hap are on a small plane, which as the camera pulls back, the plane almost 

becomes lost in the previously seen sea of glaciers, which too are tainted with dark dirty streaks 

of discoloration. As the plane enters a thick expanse of fog and clouds, Dormer appears to be 

entering a different subjective world which is represented by the unique Alaskan atmosphere and 

terrain. Fog in the distance also seems to symbolize his unknown future. The Alaskan location 

not only becomes representative of Dormer’s psyche, but also offers spectators a subjective view 

of his inner reality based on the filming locations, the production design, and the film’s 

cinematography and lighting. 

One of the key scenes and locations that best demonstrates Detective Dormer’s 

conscience, concerns, and overall frame of mind, is a tense chase sequence on the rocky shores 

of Lake Kgun, where Dormer, and the town’s small police force, tries to capture Kay’s murderer. 

Having found Kay’s backpack in a secluded cabin that has seemingly been abandoned, the police 

try to trick the murderer into thinking they are still searching for her backpack, to lure her 

murderer in. This cabin is amongst a labyrinth of precarious boulders and stones caused by an 

immense rockslide that presumably had occurred decades or even centuries before. The filming 

location was a difficult one for the film crew to shoot, as it was only accessible by helicopter or 
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raft (Insomnia Blu-ray). Despite the added difficulty and high cost, Nolan selected the location as 

it seems to embody not only Dormer’s restless mind, but also comes to symbolize the audience’s 

own foggy perspective and their own subjective participation in the events that follow. During 

the scene, Dormer is seen wrestling with the intimidating possibilities of the internal affairs 

investigation back in Los Angeles, and the fact that his partner Hap has taken a plea deal in 

exchange for information about Dormer’s past cases.  

As Kay’s supposed murderer approaches the cabin, a loud speaker tips him off to the 

police’s presence and a chase ensues. A hidden tunnel in the cabin has allowed the murderer to 

escape, but Dormer quickly jumps down into the dark pit to pursue them. Completely dark for 

the first and only time in the film, it is almost as if he was asleep for the last time. Upon exiting 

the opaque passageway Dormer becomes encircled in an abundance of fog which is so bright it 

hurts his eyes, as if just waking up. The misty haze is a fitting visual in representing Dormer’s 

own morally ambiguous foggy state of mind. Stuck in a maze of angst concerning everything in 

his life, Dormer attempts, with little visibility, to find his way through the obstacles. Aside from 

his assignment to catch the murderer, he is also concerned about maintaining his spotless record 

and celebrity status as a detective. After being shot at and another officer being hit, Dormer 

continues his pursuit. Point of view shots of the obscure and claustrophobic location confirms 

that everything is from the point of view of Dormer, thus also the spectator’s perspective. Seeing 

a figure faintly in the distance who was holding a gun, Dormer shouts for them to put it down.  

When not complying, Dormer quickly shoots. Instead of the suspect however, it is his partner 

Hap. Dormer solemnly asserts, “I couldn’t see Hap. I couldn’t see in the fog.” To which Hap 

replies “Are you trying to kill me?” with a sensible fear of Dormer’s true intentions. 
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Throughout the rest of the film, audiences witness Dormer’s descent into uncontrollable 

guilt, all from within his subjective point of view. The film often presents mental content from 

Dormer, such as when he visualized how Kay was beaten and murdered while examining her 

corpse. Neither true flashbacks nor flashpresents, these visualizations help demonstrate Dormer’s 

aptitude as an efficacious detective, due to his ability to assess the actions of criminals in his 

mind. These visual thought processes also symbolically compel the viewer to join Dormer in the 

maze, as viewers often must trust that the subjective images they are seeing are factual. Dormer’s 

thoughts are pictured using almost subliminal images that are periodically inserted within the 

editing.37 They are usually employed as Dormer is speaking and mentally processing 

information, but later appear as almost visions.  As mentioned, one of the first scenes in which 

these images are used, after the opening montage, is the morgue scene where Kay’s corpse is 

examined. As Dormer verbally explains what he believes transpired, such as her hair being 

washed, her nails being clipped and lastly her being strangled, the viewer visualizes his 

subjective thoughts. These images continue constantly throughout the film, and alter according to 

the information both he and the viewer know. Later, when examining Kay’s room, for example, 

it is assumed she had a secret admirer, thus the images then include shots of Kay laughing and 

trying on a necklace. At first it is not clear if the images are literal and from outside of the maze. 

It is evident within the narrative that each image is the subjective perception from Dormer 

himself, thus has the potential of being inaccurate. This suspicion is confirmed when, due to a 

lack of sleep and escalating guilt, differing images appear that seem to contradict previous 

                                                 
37 A subliminal image is a shot that is below the threshold of consciousness. These images usually last for 1-3 
frames, depending on how conscious the filmmaker wants the audience to be aware of what they viewed. At 1 
frame, it is unlikely that a viewer would be able to identify much detail within an image, other than the basic shape 
and perhaps color. When more frames are added, the images can become a little perceivable to the viewer 
Depending on the scene, Nolan used 1-4 frames, the more violent images often had fewer frames and require the 
image to be paused for the viewer to be conscious of the content. 
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ones.38 These illustrations of his psyche become more frequent as the film progresses, each 

exemplifying the inner turmoil that is plaguing Dormer and causing his insomnia. Dormer also 

begins hallucinating non-subliminally, which also makes the viewer question even more 

everything Dormer is witnessing. 

After the shooting of Hap, Dormer is no longer able to sleep. His building remorse is 

visually represented by the never ending Alaskan summer light, which seems to pierce his eyes 

and soul in his hotel room. Also, due to his self-reproach and lack of sleep, he becomes hyper 

sensitive to sights and sounds, as portrayed in the police office with noisy reverberations from 

the lights and a fan that becomes gratingly intense. This subjective perspective of overly intense 

images and sounds is also recurrent when Dormer falls between large logs, pursuing a suspect. 

They happen again when Dormer drives to save Ellie, towards the end of the film, and he 

hallucinates the presence of an oncoming semi-truck. Each element brings audiences closer to 

understanding Dormer’s psyche as his mind deteriorates through his shame, lack of sleep, and 

stress of the case.  

Due to the film’s unique presentation of Dormer’s experiences, spectators are encouraged 

to become close to his character. They can become so accustomed to Dormer’s mental process 

that they too can get lost within the maze or fog. This familiarity hinders the viewer’s own 

judgment and ability to predict what will happen next. An example of this comes upon Dormer 

first meeting with Kay’s murderer Walter Finch (Robin Williams), who witnessed Dormer 

shooting his partner and is now blackmailing him. After several conversations over the phone, 

Walter asks to meet on a public ferry. Everything seen on the boat is presented from Dormer’s 

perspective, while looking extremely exhausted. In one key point of view shot, Dormer slowly 

                                                 
38 Such as whether Dormer had actually seen Hap in the fog before shooting him. 
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moves around a man’s profile revealing Finch for the first time and for the audience the 

revelation that the murderer is portrayed by Robin Williams.39 After a long incriminating 

conversation for both parties, Walter gets off the ferry and reveals that he had recorded their 

entire conversation calling it his “wild card.” Dissimilar to Hitchcock’s notion of building 

suspense, Nolan resisted removing the viewer from the maze, and instead divulged the twist at 

the end of the scene. Speaking of this choice Nolan stated he, “Put the audience into his mind so 

they would miss it, the same way [Dormer had] missed it” (Insomnia Commentary.) The 

recording would seem to be an obvious maneuver, but due to Dormer’s fatigued perspective he 

did not question it, thus the audiences symbolically being in the maze too, most likely would not 

catch on. Walter Finch seems to constantly be one step ahead of Dormer throughout the film, 

such as Finch finding the gun Dormer had planted in his apartment. The film’s editing 

construction causes audiences to remain in the maze with Dormer. As each character plays 

games of cat and mouse, the audience encounters the same twists and turns in the plot as 

Dormer. 

The spectator is more and more frequently allowed to encounter Dormer’s perspective, 

after he had not slept for days. Towards the end of the film, for example, Dormer instead of 

leaving Alaska races to save a rookie detective named Ellie (Hilary Swank), whom he learns has 

been lured to Finch’s secluded cabin. Spectators witness Dormer’s point of view, with the 

camera lens often portraying his blurred vision and half closed or blinking eyelids. By the end of 

the film, Dormer’s perception of sight and sound has become more pervasive than ever before.40 

                                                 
39 Williams is most noted for his comedic roles, which as a murderer he is playing against type. 
40 Beginning after Hap’s shooting; hyper realized images and sounds were commonly depicted within the film. 
Examples include when Dormer was questioned in the police station, while chasing Finch and falling through the 
logs, each night within his hotel etc. 
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The intense Alaskan light and piercing abundance of sounds makes it hard for Dormer to see and 

concentrate as he speeds down the rural road. Viewers observe Dormer’s hazy point of view as 

his eyes obscurely follow the vehicles rapidly swaying wiper blades. The bombardment of 

stimuli allows the viewer to witness representations of Dormer’s subjective experience. The 

intensity of stimulations comes to a climax when both Dormer and the viewer appear to witness 

flashing headlights and the sound of a semi-truck directly in front of them. An objective aerial 

shot reveals that the truck was only a hallucination as Dormer’s car spins completely around. 

Upon reaching Finch’s cabin, where Ellie has indeed been held captive, the subliminal visuals 

that spectators had witnessed throughout the film also reach their peak. As Dormer enters the 

dark edifice his exhausted mind is continually bombarded with visions every few seconds. The 

semiotic excess of images terrorizes his conscious mind, presented to audiences as subliminal 

conceptions.41 Without pausing the frames, it would be difficult for the viewer to be conscious of 

what Dormer is visualizing. Despite the impaired mind Dormer is able to save Ellie and in a 

quite theatrical turn of events shoots Finch as Dormer is in turn shot.  

Lying outside the front of the cabin Dormer’s life is slipping from him as he tries to close 

his eyes. As Ellie attempts to keep him awake, he states, “Let me sleep, Just let me sleep." As 

Dormer finally succumbs, the final images of the film reveal a new illustration of his clean 

conscience, having earlier confessed his role in Hap’s death to Ellie. Directly above Dormer in 

the framing composition reveals a magnificent uncorrupted pure white glacier. Free from the 

black blemishes prominently displayed in the beginning, and subjectively in Dormer’s mind 

                                                 
41 Practically every mental images presented thus far is used within the last moments of the film. Close-up of fabric, 
Dormer planting the blood, Kay laughing, Kay being beaten etc. 
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throughout the film, the glacier denotes his absolved character. The film ends as the camera tilts 

upward into the sky, which too has become clear for the first time. 

Insomnia was heavily marketed by Warner Brothers both theatrically and for home video 

distribution, a luxury none of his previous films had had as Insomnia was Nolan’s first major 

Hollywood film. Insomnia was released on DVD in October 2002, and contained extensive 

extra-textual bonus features.42 The features not only brand Nolan, but they also allow viewers to 

become a part of Nolan’s process and his own subjective perspective as a director. Nolan was 

included in most of the bonus features and each gives insight into how Nolan’s films would be 

further branded in the future. Several of the featurettes, for example, were focused on Nolan’s 

proclivity of striving for aspects of realism. Perhaps the most revealing “Official Discourse” was 

Nolan’s audio commentary, which also validates his inclination for creating unique editing 

structures. Instead of providing customary commentary about the film as the film plays linearly, 

Nolan insisted on presenting his thoughts non-chronologically in production schedule order.43 

Even though the film Insomnia is relatively chronological, despite uses of flashbacks and 

flashpresents, Nolan’s atypical commentary presentation offered viewers an editing structure 

more similar to the non-chronological arrangements of Following and Memento.44 This early use 

of a Nolan signature, within the marketing of his “Official Discourse,” would only be the 

beginning of how Nolan would be branded within Hollywood. 

                                                 
42 “Eyes Wide Open” – Documentary about real insomniacs; “In the Fog” – featurette detailing the grueling process 
of transporting cast and crew to a secluded location at Lake Kgun; A Nolan interview with camera shy Al Pacino; 
Additional Scene with Nolan commentary. Selective audio commentaries with members of the cast and crew. 
43 Scenes were assembled in the order that they were shot within the production schedule. This structure 
demonstrates the realities of a film’s actual production as scenes are shot in the order that is most efficient to the 
schedule. 
44 Perhaps to emphasize the uniqueness of his films editing structures, Nolan as part of later DVD releases of 
Following and Memento, included chronological edited versions of the films. 
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Conclusion 

When speaking about making Memento, Christopher Nolan asserted that as a director, he 

should be the one who is above the maze. “Filmmakers spend years making a film, they need to 

be ahead of the audience, they are the ones above watching, while the audience are the ones in it” 

(Memento Blu-ray).45 As the director, producer and often writer for each of his films, it is he who 

calls the shots, orchestrating each move the characters make. Nolan has also publically declared 

his importance in that role as manipulator. As part of the same interview Nolan describes how he 

can impel subjectivity when saying, “If you withhold the information lost to the protagonist, then 

you do a good job of putting the audience in their head” (Memento Blu-ray). Nolan often 

presents the spectator with multiple versions of characters’ subjective perspective. Nolan, like 

many other visionary directors create a more objective reality as they theoretically have all the 

answers. Like David Lynch, Paul Thomas Anderson, and Quentin Tarantino, he keeps his films’ 

interpretations ambiguous which maintains an open interpretation, that potentially keeps 

spectators within the maze, even after it is over. Nolan stated, “The types of stories I’m 

interested in telling, they do have, I think, a slightly more messy approach, a more unsettling 

approach. Difficult questions, no easy answers, can’t wrap things up neatly and say, ‘this is the 

solution,’” a trait that presents narrative that are much truer to life (Faraci 2010). 

Through the film’s formal elements such as the mise-en-scene and editing, as well as the 

sound and music, Nolan influences audiences, anticipating that they will step into the labyrinth 

he has created and participate in their own role next to the lead characters. Each of Christopher 

Nolan’s first feature films encouraged audiences to take part of the lead characters’ subjective 

                                                 
45 Nolan’s later features, especially The Prestige, similarly utilize notions of subjectivity, the maze, and fog to 
represent characteristic moral ambiguities surrounding the character’s magic acts and their personal lives. Inception 
also quite effectively takes the ideas of both literal and symbolic mazes, much of it emphasizing the work of M.C. 
Escher’s elevating Nolan’s application of the literal and symbolic maze to new heights. 
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points of view. Film critic Tom Shone has described Nolan's oeuvre, as “epistemological thrillers 

whose protagonists, gripped by the desire for definitive answers, must negotiate mazy 

environments in which the truth is always beyond their reach” (Shone 2014). Nolan constructs 

imaginative narrative experiences by offering symbolic representation of being in the maze, 

unique editing structures, and through the use of real locations that also represent the character’s 

states of mind. Through these formal devices spectators are better able to participate in the 

personal experience and journey of each of the characters.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF A DARK KNIGHT 

Batman Begins, The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight Rises 

 
He’s not a hero; he’s a silent guardian; a watchful protector; a 
dark knight.  

Commissioner Gordon 
 

 Sigmund Freud, noted neurologist and founder of psychoanalysis, died the year Batman 

debuted in Detective Comics in 1939. Although he never wrote on Batman, much of his work 

embodies subjects surrounding Batman’s life and psychoses (Langley 2012). Bruce Wayne’s 

early childhood experiences and the power of trauma fashioned the course of his personality and 

psychological motivations. The very elements that created Batman would have fascinated Freud. 

There are many critics of Freud’s methods and theories (Horton 1915; Grayling 2002), but many 

of his philosophies such as concepts concerning the unconscious (repression/suppression), 

libidinal/Thanatos (fixations) and defense mechanisms (denial), have indelibly influenced 

modern-day psychology.46 Although this chapter will not specifically focus on Freudian 

psychoanalytic theories, it will delve into more modern clinical examinations that are a direct 

result of Freud’s influential psychological explorations. When analyzing psychological 

motivations of characters within literature and film, it is important to understand the “real world” 

basis from which these notions stemmed. Explorations of Freud’s theories have been amended to 

better explain human behaviors and motivations. For example, as a modern movement, 

“psychological realism coincided with the emergence of psychology as a formal  

                                                 
46 Including concepts surrounding theories of the Preconscious, such as the Id, Ego, and Superego. 
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study” (Chegg). Psychology’s objective in explaining human behavior can also be applied to 

Christopher Nolan’s ambition of offering psychologically realistic motivations within his film 

characterizations. Nolan’s films often explore relatable situations and examine internal motives 

of his characters, which can aide in offering instances of psychological reality for the spectator, 

by grounding their experience through more truthful instances of the world in which they live. In 

speaking about the Dark Knight Trilogy Christopher Nolan stated, “The overall tone and feel of 

the films is reality, but heightened reality” (Batman Begins Blu-ray). Like the rest of Nolan’s 

films, although he is offering exaggerated circumstances within his narratives, his ambition of 

basing his characters within a form of psychological reality is present throughout his 

filmography.  

Psychological realism, at least when concerning novels, is often considered to be 

“character-driven and places special emphasis on the interior life of the protagonist or a 

character’s point-of-view” (Chegg). For the purposes of this study, my exploration of 

psychological reality does not concentrate on what was explored as subjective reality in Chapter 

2. Instead, my focus examines Christopher Nolan’s use of clinical and psychological motivations 

that assist in influencing certain characters’ actions. Nolan from the beginning of his career has 

also utilized psychological disorders to offer further explanation within his narratives and also in 

the characterizations of his anti-heroes. The young man’s voyeuristic tendencies (Jeremy 

Theobald) in Following, for example, led him down his path of manipulation and eventual 

destruction. Leonard (Guy Pearce) suffered from anterograde amnesia, where he could no longer 

form new memories. Detective Dormer (Al Pacino), due to guilt over the “accidental” death of 

his partner, became an insomniac. None of his films are as deeply rooted in concepts of abnormal 

psychology than the characters within the Dark Knight Trilogy, where almost every character, 
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whether hero or villain, suffers from some sort of recognized clinical disorder. Nolan had access 

to over half a century worth of DC Comics characters and backstories. With them as a 

foundation he and co-writers David S. Goyer and Jonathan Nolan focused on creating the most 

plausibly realistic characters, whose actions often reflect the disorders from which they suffer. 

He also often based many of his character’s actions on historical figures to help develop more 

credible motivations. Entire books have been written exploring the psychological diagnoses of 

Batman and his foes. Travis Langley’s Batman and Psychology: A Dark and Stormy Knight 

(2012), for example, combs the ways Batman has changed drastically over time. He analyzes the 

differing portrayals of characters (such as Bruce Wayne, The Joker and Catwoman) within 

Batman comics, serials, television shows, as well as animation and feature films. Each author’s 

assessment of the Dark Knight differs greatly and few emphasize the realistic nature of the 

character. Nolan’s interpretation of the character focused more, not only on psychological 

realism, but also a realistic depiction of the world Batman lives in as well. The Dark Knight 

Trilogy frequently links Gotham City to actual world events (such as 9/11), which encourages 

spectators to associate aspects of their own lives and society within the film’s narratives. This 

chapter will explore not only the ways in which Nolan’s trilogy encompasses the concepts of 

psychological reality (through relatable motivations, depictions of disorders and correlations of 

real events), but also how this may also impact the spectator’s own psychological experience in 

viewing these films that are ensconced within differing forms of cinematic reality. 

Christopher Nolan’s interest in a superhero franchise seems peculiar considering the 

artifice that is apparent when dealing with supposed “super” beings, which are a part of most 

superhero films. In the trio of most recognized and popular orphaned comic book heroes 

(Spiderman, Superman and Batman), only Batman does not have some sort of “super” power. 
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Many have commented on the fact that Batman is the most suitable superhero for Nolan to 

explore, considering the character’s already realistic nature (Hill-Parks 2010; McGowen 2013; 

Langley 2012). Travis Langley when speaking generally of the character stated, “Batman is the 

hero even adults can envision existing in real life, with less suspension of disbelief. Even though 

he has opportunities few people enjoy, Bruce Wayne hails from a city, not a mythical island or 

distant world, and he builds himself into a hero through training and hard work—no radiation, 

secret formula, or magic ring required” (Langley 2012).47 After Warner Brothers offered Nolan 

his first directing job in Hollywood to make Insomnia, both they and Nolan were eager to work 

together again. In January 2003, it was announced that he would direct a new Batman film for 

the studio. Addressing his decision to work within the genre Nolan himself stated, “He is the 

most credible and realistic of the superheroes, and has the most complex human psychology. His 

superhero qualities come from within. He’s not a magical character” (Variety 2003). These 

comments, made in January 2003, are seemingly the beginning of the creation of Nolan’s official 

brand as realist director. Any major marketing push emphasizing his use of realism has mostly 

been produced or promoted after agreeing to make his “realistic” version of Batman for Warner 

Brothers. This also marked the beginning of Nolan’s almost exclusive working arrangement with 

the studio itself, with only The Prestige being exclusively financed by another studio since 

2002.48 A year after the film’s announcement, in February 2004, Nolan reiterated his goal in 

making the film. “Humanity and realism," Nolan says, “is the crux of the new pic” (Graser and 

                                                 
47 Other noted psychologists also commented on the characters more believable qualities. Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, for 
example, noted, “He’s human. He’s one of the few superheroes that’s just a normal guy who’s willingly dedicated 
himself to fighting crime. But it’s conceivable that it could be you or me.” (Batman Unmasked), Robin Rosenberg 
also stated, “We don’t come from Krypton. We don’t have superpowers or mutant genes. Batman is within the realm 
of the attainable” (Batman Unmasked) 
48 The film was financed and produced by the Walt Disney Company’s adult production arm Touchstone Pictures. 
Interstellar was co-financed by Warner Brothers, along with Paramount as Paramount had originally developed the 
script and production. 
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Dunkley 2004). “The world of Batman is that of grounded reality,” he says. Burton’s and 

Schumacher’s visions were idiosyncratic and unreal. Nolan continued, “Ours will be a 

recognizable, contemporary reality against which an extraordinary heroic figure arises” (Graser 

and Dunkley 2004). 

Until the late 20th century, Batman had been shown as everything from a mob-crushing 

crime-fighter to a kid friendly super-hero. Nolan’s trilogy presented a darker, grittier and more 

realistic tone that added distinct layers of psychological motivation. The source material that 

Christopher Nolan and co-screenwriter David S. Goyer drew from most for inspiration was 

unsurprisingly Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns (1986), which Travis Langley argues is 

the “most gritty and ‘realistic’ version of the comics” (Langley). This celebrated version of the 

comic series focuses on the origins of Bruce Wayne, and offers more credible emotional depth 

by revealing the birth of many of his motivations. These foundational motives change throughout 

the trilogy, depending on circumstances within the narrative. The overarching theme within 

Batman Begins, for example, is the focus on Bruce Wayne’s and others’ fears. The Dark Knight 

explores Batman’s and society’s reaction to chaos and anarchy. Lastly, The Dark Knight Rises 

represents conceptions of salvation and the need for hope in an uncertain world of corruption and 

terror. Analysis of a few of the trilogies’ main characters’ backgrounds, including Bruce Wayne, 

Harvey Dent and The Joker, will aide in better understanding their motivations, including 

exploration of their motivations and psychological clinical disorders. 

 

Batman – A Vulnerable Knight 

The main theme and narrative objective in Batman Begins is its focus on the fears that 

drive Bruce Wayne to become a crime-fighter, avenger, vigilante and hero, making his character 
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as complex as he is contradictory. Not even appearing until forty minutes into the film, the alter 

ego of Bruce Wayne, eventually known as “the Batman,” is interpreted to originate from a young 

Bruce’s paralyzing fears from his childhood, including his dread of bats. Batman Begins 

commences with a scene demonstrating how he obtained this fear when young Bruce Wayne 

falls far down a deep well while playing on the vast Wayne Manor estate. After falling, Bruce 

was soon violently attacked by a swarm of bats. The opening scene is revealed to be a nightmare 

as it quickly cuts to Bruce waking up as a young adult and is clearly still traumatized by the 

incident. The beginning is noticeably a flashpresent, as later flashbacks within the film divulge 

that the attack of the bats was shown from Bruce’s own perception of the experience, which was 

much more intense than the reality of the event.49 Although fear is one of the fundamental 

psychologies of childhood, with some psychologists arguing that fear is an indispensable part of 

one’s upbringing (Chansky 2012; Shonkoff and Levitt 2010), these fears should not become 

debilitating in adulthood (National Scientific Council). Bruce’s fear of bats, most likely would 

have eventually subsided, but soon became even more devastating due to the death of his 

parents, an event he would correlate with his fear of bats.  

While attending an opera with his parents, Bruce experienced a panic attack when 

witnessing bat-like creatures on the stage, an obvious call back to his incident in the well/cave. 

Some spectators might also be encouraged to experience Bruce’s fear and anxiety, as the rapid 

editing and penetrating sound effects seem to also attack the viewer’s own senses. Clearly 

distressed, Bruce pleaded to leave the theater, to which his parents obliged. Upon leaving the 

theater and entering a dark, dirty and desolate alley, Bruce’s family was approached by a vagrant 

                                                 
49 Distinctly presented from point-of-view of the Bruce Wayne character, which differs from a more standard 
omniscient flashback. 
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named Chill (Richard Brake) who demanded money. Due to over anxiousness and a 

misunderstanding, Thomas and Martha Wayne were shot and killed. Thomas and Martha Wayne 

were shot and killed. The event forever changed Bruce’s life and despite reassurance from 

Alfred, the Wayne family’s trusted butler, that his parent’s death was not his fault, his constant 

guilt over the incident never diminished. Psychologist Jeffrey Lieberman argues, “Kids 

generally, even if they’re not directly responsible for some terrible event generally personalize 

the event and take responsibility for it” (Lieberman 2008). These events ceaselessly came to 

define Bruce and eventually motivated him to avenge his parents’ deaths. Although Bruce will 

never be able to bring his own parents back, he can take matters into his own hands by helping 

assure that others do not have suffer the same fate he has. 

As a young adult, Bruce still tried to deal with the traumatic childhood experiences. 

Bruce would eventually drop out of Princeton, contemplated killing Chill, who was going to be 

released from prison, but Bruce ultimately decided to leave Gotham to become lost. His journey 

led him to Asia, where he started fighting crime and injustice, until he was also falsely accused 

of a crime and imprisoned. A mentor named Ducard (Liam Neeson), eventually trained him 

within the League of Shadows and came back to Gotham after being missing for 7 years. He 

wanted to help Gotham and had the power and resources of his father’s company to do so. He 

now just needed a symbol to do it. While training with Ducard, who represented another mentor 

and father figure to Bruce, he had learned, to a certain extent, to overcome his fears, but more so 

through a tactic of suppression.  

Shortly after returning to Gotham, he witnessed a bat loose within Wayne Manor. Most 

likely due to his training, Bruce seemed to have little reaction to its presence. Seeing the bat, 

however, revealed to him the crime-fighting symbol he would eventually adopt. He selected the 
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thing he feared most, neuroses that he had directly correlated to his parent’s death. Using a 

concept within psychology known as exposure, Bruce entered the bat cave (that he had fallen 

into in his youth), to completely conquer those fears.50 In the cave, Bruce’s presence scared the 

bats and they flew frantically around him. Crouching close to the ground, Bruce slowly rose to a 

victorious standing position. With hundreds of flapping bats around him, they seemed to become 

one with him, creating a darker presence, emblematically creating a distinctive person from 

Bruce Wayne. The Batman. When later asked by Alfred, “Why bat’s Mr. Wayne?”  Bruce 

responded, “They frighten me, it’s time my enemies feel my dread” (Bruce – Batman Begins). 

Through this process, Bruce had also come to terms with his guilt, declaring, “My anger 

outweighs my guilt.” Exposing himself to what he feared most, bats and the death of his parents, 

Bruce found a way to use his own anxieties for the benefit of others. Trauma made Bruce ask 

fundamental questions, which led him on a path to avenge his parents, becoming an activist in 

the process.  

Christopher Nolan is often influenced not only by other filmmakers, but also by figures in 

history. The use of historical figures also helps ground the film in authenticity due to the 

seemingly more credible nature of the events. Christopher Nolan revealed, in a promotional 

featurette for example that, when developing his realistic take on Batman, he looked at a figure 

from earlier in history. “To me, the key to understanding the character is that Bruce Wayne is 

Teddy Roosevelt” (Wainer). Like Bruce Wayne, Roosevelt was born into an affluent urban 

family with an ardent, philanthropic father he looked up to. His father died while he was young 

and later his mother and first wife died on the same day. He travelled to the South Dakota 

                                                 
50 Based on the principles of Pavlovian conditioning, Exposure Therapy subjects an individual to the things that 
cause them distress or anxiety. Exposing them to what they fear most, while also demonstrating they are safe doing 
so, an individual can often be conditioned to conquer their initial fears.  
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badlands, probably to die, but instead decided to reform his life. Like Bruce, he used the tragic 

loss of his family to combat injustice, eventually fighting police corruption and as Police 

Commissioner of New York City, made lasting changes to crime (Andrews 2006). Instead of 

letting sorrow crush him, it drove him to do noble acts of heroism. 51 

The Dark Knight Rises depicts a Bruce Wayne that seemingly has been crushed after 

taking the fall for Harvey Dent’s villainous acts in The Dark Knight. Bruce Wayne is depicted as 

a recluse, similar in nature to Howard Hughes in his later years.52 Bruce finds his will to continue 

after evil begins to rise again after 7 years of peace. Due to tampering of the stock market by 

Bane, he truly had lost everything: his family, his money, his company and now even Alfred 

after he refused to see him die fighting for Gotham. Bruce seemed to be sacrificing so much that 

Selena Kyle emotionally decreed “You don’t owe these people anymore. You’ve given them 

everything,” to which he replied, “Not yet," establishing him as a savior figure. Bruce’s trauma 

and guilt over his parent’s death drove him to eventually sacrifice himself for a city of people, 

who very often detested the symbol of hope he stood for. Christopher Nolan established Bruce 

Wayne as an individual many may aspire to be. He has wealth and power, builds upon strengths 

and minimized weaknesses. As a man who has had a full spectrum of angst and sorrow, he 

represents a cosmic balance through all the horrors their world embodies. 

 

Villains – The Dark Knight’s Rogues Gallery 

Despite circumstances that easily could have led Bruce Wayne down a path of violence 

                                                 
51 Like many other groups including, Mother Against Drunk Driving and PFLAG, they fight injustice instead of 
simply collapsing to tragedy. 
52 Including references to Bruce saving his fingernails, a trait Howard Hughes had while living as a recluse in his 
Las Vegas hotel. 
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and eventual destruction by seeking vengeance for his parents’ deaths, he made a conscious 

choice to avenge in their names, rather than seek revenge.53 Other individuals, some with 

uncannily similar conditions, did not make the same altruistic decision as Bruce. Their names 

have come to be iconic in popular culture: Joker, Riddler, Penguin, Catwoman, Scarecrow, Two-

Face, Bane, Poison Ivy and Ra’s al Ghul. Batman’s nemeses are foes that in many ways are just 

as obsessed as Batman. They desire, however, that others pay for their grievances, whereas 

Bruce fights to ensure that the pain he has suffered does not happen to anyone else.  DC Comic 

writer Dan Didio has claimed, “One of the most enduring things about Batman is his Rogues 

Gallery. The villains. The rogues, as I like to say, define the hero, the greater the threat the 

greater the hero” (Didio quoted in Langley 2012). Each is noticeably scarred psychologically and 

often the personification of dysfunction. Their viscous exploits often evoke the violent and 

perverse acts of real-life criminals. Nolan selected villains that would best fit into the world of 

reality that he was trying to create, most especially Two-Face and Joker. To contain this 

research, only a few villains will be explored, but each are worthy of analysis. 

 

Doubling and Harvey Dent 

You either die a hero, or live long enough to see yourself become 
the villain. 

Harvey Dent 
 

The character of Harvey Dent created by Bob Kane and Bill Finger fits very well within 

Christopher Nolan’s cinematic world, due mostly to the character’s literal personification of 

concepts surrounding “the double.” Carl Jung’s theories concerning the shadow side, encapsulate 

                                                 
53 To avenge is to punish a wrongdoing with the intent of seeing that justice is done. Revenge is a much more 
personal vendetta where one is less concerned with justice and more about retaliation by inflicting harm. 
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several characters within the Dark Knight Trilogy as each character exemplifies another side of 

themselves, through the use of a mask, costume or a separate personality.54 The concepts of 

doubling and the doppelgänger have long been used in film, and often demonstrate suggestions 

of Freudian theories such as conceptions encompassing the id, ego and superego. It became quite 

common for horror films to emphasize the dangers of exhibiting two separate personalities such 

as depicted in Jekyll and Hyde. This theatrical and cinematic influence has become a main 

thematic signature within Christopher Nolan’s films as the representation of the double has 

appeared in almost every short and feature film he has directed.55 

The Dark Knight, especially early in the film, foreshadows the concept of doubling.56 The 

narrative emphasizes vigilantes who are fighting crime as literal copycats of Batman. Using their 

own version of the Batman costume, these vigilantes are more self-made doppelgangers, as 

unlike Batman, they use guns and do not exhibit the same principles of justice he demonstrates. 

Bruce Wayne too fits the concept of the double when contemplating the question of who is the 

real person – Bruce Wayne or Batman? the Dark Knight Trilogy depicts the Batman character as 

having three core personalities or perhaps more closely defined as masks. There is Bruce Wayne 

the billionaire playboy, who is in actually more of a persona he portrays. There is vulnerable 

Bruce who is still haunted by past events and his decisions. Lastly, there is Bruce who wears a 

Batman costume, which includes a distinct voice portrayed using raspy growl. This concept of 

                                                 
54 The Shadow Side concerns the connection between the conscious and darker unconscious self.  The “dark side” of 
one personality consists predominantly of primitive, negative, and socially depreciated human emotions (sexual lust, 
power strivings, selfishness, greed, envy, anger or rage), which is often obscured from consciousness. 
55 DoodleBug – Doubles within parallel universes. Following – The young man patterning and eventually becoming 
Cobb. Memento – Connection between Leonard and Sammy Jenkis. Insomnia – Dormer metaphorically linked to 
Walter Finch and similar unprincipled nature of each person’s murder. The Prestige – Doubling and duplication of 
the lead characters. Inception – Layering of minds and Cobb as an extension of Nolan himself.  Interstellar – Dual 
timelines/characters due to Tesseract. 
56 The opening prologue also emphasizes doubling, as several men become extensions of The Joker as they rob a 
mob run bank wearing the same clown mask. 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/jealousy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/anger
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the masks individuals wear can also be illustrative of the spectator’s own differing life roles. 

UCLA Social Psychology professor Ben Karney argues “We all play roles in our lives” (Karney 

quoted in Batman Unmasked), essentially arguing that everyone wears masks and to some extent 

changes personalities depending on the relationship to the individuals they are interacting with or 

the environments they are in. These masks are exhibited in The Dark Knight Rises by Selina 

Kyle (i.e. Catwoman) (Anne Hathaway). The character’s personality and overall demeanor 

changes depending on the situation she is in, which alternates between innocent and devious.57 

This concept of the double is especially prominent when analyzing the film’s theme of dual 

personalities.  

Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart) is the most obvious literal representation of the concept of 

the Shadow Side. Dent depicts two distinct sides of the same character, or in his case, the same 

coin. At the beginning of the film Dent is considered Gotham’s White Knight, who as the 

District Attorney has pledged to eliminate crime within the city, and has been quite successful in 

his endeavor. Even Bruce Wayne, who desires to retire from fighting crime as Batman hopes that 

Dent will be the one to restore justice and end the necessity of his own role as the Batman. 

Harvey Dent has a lucky coin, which was given to him by his father. He often relies on this coin 

when making “50/50” chance decisions, such as whether he or Rachel would give the opening 

deliberations at the trial of Morini (Eric Roberts), a high-level mob boss. Rachel stated, “You 

can’t leave something like that to chance,” to which he responded, “I’m not…” revealing the 

certainty of his chances. The coin is double-sided, with each side containing the “heads” portion 

of the coin. This expresses the reality of his original attitude of never leaving things to chance, 

                                                 
57 Her mousey innocence when caught by Bruce in his room, pretending to be screaming in terror to escape a bar 
that is being raided by the police, her more confident and selfish persona portrayed at the Mayor’s ball, etc. 
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the coin alleviates him of making a real choice, as it always turns up heads. Despite being the 

supposed hero of Gotham, his philosophy of fighting justice is by tipping the scales in his own 

favor, often through unethical methods. Where Batman refuses to violate any of his 

uncompromising rules, such as never taking a life, Dent, even before turning “evil," showed 

suggestions of wrongdoing. In a conversation with Detective Gordon (Gary Oldman), later in the 

film it is discovered that while working within Internal Affairs, they had nicknamed him Harvey 

Two-Face, due to his often-questionable principles, which he felt was justified due to the 

supposed positive result of catching criminals.  

Both Harvey Dent and his fiancé Rachel are eventually kidnapped by henchmen of The 

Joker, including several police officers they had trusted.58 Before Batman or the police could 

save them, Rachel was killed in an explosion, while Harvey was devastatingly burned down the 

left side of his face. Refusing medication or skin grafts to help restore his face, Harvey Dent 

became the embodiment of Two-Face, the nickname he once resented. Two-Face’s new mission 

to seek revenge on any who played a part in the death of Rachel and his disfigurement, including 

those, such as Detective Gordon, who did not save Rachel in time. With his lucky coin also 

scarred on one side, Two-Face now uses it to determine the fate of those with whom he feels 

contributed to his suffering. Wrestling with his duality, Two-Face cannot reconcile the two 

halves of himself and now completely relies on his coin to render his decisions. Speaking on his 

newfound viewpoints on luck and one’s destiny he states, “The only morality in a cruel world is 

chance. Unbiased. Unprejudiced. Fair.” Two-Face is similar in philosophy to Anton Chigurh in 

No Country for Old Men (2007), who also determines individuals’ fates based on the flip of a 

                                                 
58 Rachel is a childhood friend of Bruce Wayne and unbeknownst to Harvey, is also love with him. She gave Bruce 
an ultimatum that they could only be together once he gives up fighting crime as Batman. 
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coin. Used as a defense mechanism, the coin for both characters absolve all responsibility, due to 

the notion of chance. Two-Face argues his reasoning for killing is revenge, by contending, “It’s 

not about what I want, it’s about what’s fair. Coin is about chance…which is fair.” 

Past iterations of the Two-Face character had often been obtuse and campy; Nolan 

however portrayed his Dent as much more realistic (due to a strong backstory and motivation) 

and calculating. In Joel Schumacher’s Batman Forever (1995), Two-Face’s backstory was barely 

even mentioned. Portrayed in an exaggerated manner by Tommy Lee Jones, the film was set 

after Harvey Dent’s transformation, with only fleeting flashbacks, such as a shot demonstrating 

how acid impaired half of his face. Without taking the time to present a proper backstory, the 

character conveys insignificant motivation and as a result elicits little sympathy from the 

spectator. With Christopher Nolan’s objective for realism, his Two-Face character does not even 

appear until 102 minutes into the film. This lengthy amount of screen time gives the spectator 

ample time to identify with Harvey Dent and witness directly his psychological motivation, due 

to his trauma, to become a villain. 

Nolan’s version also allows viewers to observe actual symptoms of psychological 

disorders. Noted forensic psychiatrist Robert T.M. Phillips has stated, “Two-face could be 

described as someone exhibiting a Dissociative disorder; a person who literally is giving you two 

personalities.59 When someone begins to truly develop an alternative identity or a true alter ego, 

we move from what would be the normal, to something much darker, much more pathologic, in 

fact, ultimately quite psychotic” (Phillips quoted in Batman Unmasked). Where Harvey Dent had 

certainly exhibited different sides of his personality, like the notion of wearing a mask depending 

                                                 
59 Dissociative Identity Disorder, formerly known as Multiple Personality, describes an individual who exhibits 2 or 
more separate personalities. Often the individual is unaware of their other personalities.  
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on the situation an individual is in, it was not until his accident that he depicted two polar-

opposite sides of his personality. Black or white, right or wrong, good or evil, Dent’s personality 

and ultimately his decisions were now almost a binary. One or the other with a 50/50 chance of 

which personality would react. Like Anton Chigurh and the notion of a binary however, one side 

of their personality is often favored over the other, with fate often ensuring that Two-Face’s dark 

side achieving his goal of revenge. This was demonstrated when Maroni was confronted by 

Two-Face, due to his participation in Rachel’s kidnapping. When Two-Face flipped his coin to 

determine his fate of life or death, Maroni’s “chance” came up favorably. However, because of 

Two-Face’s favored binary (evil), Maroni’s driver’s chance did not come up in his favor. By 

shooting his driver, Maroni was still killed in the crash (as he was not wearing a seatbelt) 

regardless of his supposed chances. 

Other psychologists do not fully agree with the assessment that Two-Face portrays the 

classic symptoms of dissociative identity disorder (DID). Travis Langley, for example, argues 

Two-Face does not meet the criteria of an individual with DID. According to the criteria within 

DSM-V, it would require that when Two-Face’s “good side” would take over for some time, his 

other “dark side” personality would not be able to remember what his other personality did. As 

Two-Face is seemingly always conscious of his other personality’s thoughts and actions, DID 

would be a misdiagnosis (Langley 2012: 174). Although Hollywood often depicts characters 

with supposed “multiple personality,” the dissociative experience is so subjective, that 

professionals cannot even agree on whether it exists (Ralson 2010; Lillenfeld 2011). Langley 

believes that Nolan’s iteration of Two-Face “may be trying to convince himself (Dent) he has 

multiple personality,” which adds another layer to an already complicated villain (Langley 2012: 

177). Despite whether DID would be a misdiagnosis, Nolan’s depictions of real symptoms of 
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psychological disorders adds depth and psychological realism within a genre that often does not 

even take the time to explore the motivations of their villains.60 

The story of Two-Face is a tragic one, through his pain he was tested by the Joker, but 

unlike Bruce Wayne, he chose a path of revenge which lead to his ultimate destruction. Speaking 

of Dent, The Joker stated, “I took Gotham’s white knight and brought him down to our level. 

Madness as you know is like gravity, all it takes is a little push.” The Joker’s viewpoints on 

madness helps explain not only Dent and the Joker, but also the fine line Batman and many other 

heroes walk between psychosis and sanity. 

 

Chaos and The Joker 

 The Joker has long been considered by fans to be the quintessential arch-nemesis of 

Batman (Murphy 2015). First appearing in Batman comic #1, the Joker has become the most 

frequent reoccurring character in Batman’s history. He is also by far the most recognizable 

villain, not only in Batman comics, but also in comics in general (Murphy 2015). With his 

clown-like appearance, and his goal of creating chaos in Gotham City, he is a homicidal maniac 

who due to his spontaneity and anti-social personality is one of Batman’s biggest threats. The 

Joker’s backstory has changed significantly over time, depending greatly on the storyteller, but is 

often depicted with a much more ambiguous history.61 One could argue that many of the Dark 

Knight Trilogy’s characters are made more interesting due to their fleshed-out backstories, by 

better demonstrating their motivations, which is the goal of psychological realism. Christopher 

                                                 
60 Examples include: Malekith (Thor 2), Whiplash (Iron Man 2), Ronan (Guardians of the Galaxy), Rhino and Max 
“Electro” Dillion (The Amazing Spider-Man 2), Nuclear Man (Superman IV), General Zod (Man of Steel), Mr. 
Freeze (Batman and Robin), Hector Hammon (Green Lantern), Laurel Hedare (Catwoman), Blackheart (Ghost 
Rider) 
61 Examples: Tim Burton’s Batman (1989), Suicide Squad (2016), Batman: The Animated Series (1992), Comics 
Book writers etc. 
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Nolan surprisingly, opted to offer no definitive backstory for The Joker, presenting differing 

accounts to unfold traces of the character’s origins. This lack of a concrete backstory however, 

does not mean the character offers no psychological depth. This evident preference within the 

narrative adds complexity to the film’s theme of anarchy and chaos as it truly leaves the 

spectator to decide which, if any of the Joker’s accounts, are true. Two examples of his 

backstory, related by The Joker in The Dark Knight, include: 

To Gambol: “Wanna know how I got these scars? My father was a drinker and a fiend. 
And one night he goes off crazier than usual. Mommy gets the kitchen knife to defend 
herself. He doesn’t like that…not one bit. So, me watching, he takes the knife to her, 
laughing while he does it. He turns to me and he says…why so serious? (Licks his lips) 
He comes at me with the knife. Why so serious? He sticks the blade in my mouth. Let’s 
put a smile on that face!” 
 
To Rachel: “You look nervous. Is it the scars? Wanna know how I got them? So, I had a 
wife. She was beautiful, like you. Who tells me, I worry too much…who tells me I ought 
to smile more. Who gambles and gets in deep with the sharks. One day they carve her 
face. And we have no money for surgeries. She just can’t take it. I just want to see her 
smile again. Hmm. I just want her to know that I don’t care about the scars. So…I stick a 
razor in my mouth and do this to myself…and you know what? She can’t stand the sight 
of me. She leaves. Now, I see the funny side. Now, I’m always smiling.” 
 

Just as The Joker’s acts seems to be random and have no justification, his backstory is similarly 

as spontaneous. The answer to which of the versions of his backstory is true may come in an 

analysis of what represents the character. He is a clown, a paradox and a joke. In a line from the 

classic “Killing Joke” comic he stated, "If I'd had a past, I'd prefer it to be multiple choice," 

which in The Dark Knight, it literally is, due to the vastly different hints of his past. 

Dialogue from Detective Gordon in The Dark Knight describes everything known about 

the Joker. It states, “No matches on prints, DNA, Dental. Nothing on file. Clothing is Custom. 

No labels. Nothing in his pockets but knives and lint. No name. No other alias.” More maniacal 

than manic, The Joker’s past is a closed book, which similarly seems to defy diagnosis. 

Psychopathy, a form of personality disorder, is the closest that psychologists are willing to 
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diagnose, due to the unreliability of his backstory. Concerning the Joker, Travis Langley argues 

that he has, “No conscience, no empathy or personal concern for right and wrong. No real 

personality…he creates himself every day” (Langely 2012). This description fits many of the 

criteria surrounding Psychopathy, where a patient truly has no feelings of remorse for their anti-

social behavior. One clue into his past, at least when concerning psychotropic treatment, can be 

deduced from Heath Ledger’s Academy Award winning portrayal of the Joker.62 Throughout the 

film, the Joker frequently flicks his tongue, smacking it repeatedly around his mouth. Known as 

tardive dyskinesia, this tick is often caused from extended use of psychotropic medications 

(Brasic).63 These side effects are most common in patients with schizophrenia or bi-polar 

disorder (Brasic), although there is no evidence that The Joker suffered from either of these 

disorders. These ticks most often continue for life, which offers the viewer evidence that the 

Joker has been treated at some point in his life. This seemingly subtle aspect of Ledger’s 

performance added a psychological reality to an already complicated character. 

The Dark Knight’s major theme is the notion of anarchy and chaos, which as mentioned, 

describes The Joker’s personality and overall psychosis. In describing his motivations to Two-

Face, The Joker states, 

Do I really look like a guy with a plan? You know what I am? I am a dog chasing cars. I 
wouldn’t know what to do if I caught one. I just do things. The mob has plans, the cops 
have plans, Gordon’s got plans. They’re schemers trying to control their little worlds. I 
am not a schemer. I try to show the schemers how pathetic their attempts to control things 
really are…Introduce a little anarchy, upset the established order and everything becomes 
chaos! 
 

Alfred in a conversation with Bruce Wayne’s also explains, “Some men aren’t looking for 

                                                 
62 Heath Ledger won his only Oscar posthumously at the Academy Awards ceremony on February 22, 2009. 
63 Tardive Dyskinesias (TDs) - involuntary movements of the tongue, lips, face, trunk, and extremities that occur in 
patients treated with long-term dopaminergic antagonist medications (Brasic). 
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anything logical. They can’t be bought, bullied, reasoned or negotiated with. Some men just 

wanna watch the world burn.”  

The Joker represents a kind of chaos, or meaninglessness, of randomness, which 

resonates to spectators on a different level than Batman, due to fears of the unknown. “I think the 

Joker is the logical response to a character like Batman…[they tap] into people’s fears” (Nolan 

in Batman Unmasked) where neither one will compromise.64 Each are dark reflections of the 

other as both work outside areas of the social norm. Both are highly talented at what they do, 

Batman approaches things sanely and logically, whereas The Joker exploits fears of the 

undetermined aspects of life, making him an affective villain who resonates with many viewer’s 

own reservations about the world in which they live. 

Each of the villains Christopher Nolan utilized within his Dark Knight Trilogy displays 

more realistic tendencies than previous interpretations of the characters. Selina Kyle, for 

instance, is never called Catwoman, with her character only encompassing subtle nods to the 

classic character.65 As a sadist in a position of power, Scarecrow (Cillian Murphy) uses 

hallucinatory chemicals like those used in chemical warfare.66 Bane (Tom Hardy) wore a mask, 

to contain his pain due to an accident. Wanting to present a realistic depiction of a man wearing a 

mask, Nolan asked the sound designer to make it difficult to decipher much of the character’s 

                                                 
64 Neither the character of Batman or Joker will compromise. Batman will not bend on his morals and The Joker will 
not ever bargain or coming to a reasonable understanding. Maroni, one of Gotham’s crime bosses described to 
Batman why he fears The Joker, more than him, validating the fear that can come from the chaos. He stated, “You 
got rules, this guy ain’t got rules.” – Becoming one of the reasons why The Joker has become such an iconic villain. 
65 Her goggles when lifted resemble cat ears, she wears a cat mask to mayor’s ball. 
66 The character of Jonathan Crane (Scarecrow), also often instigates Jungian archetypes to appear within an 
individual’s mind, triggering their worst fears. 
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dialogue, causing much controversy upon the film’s release.67 Had the series continued under 

Nolan’s direction, it is doubtful that he would have ever used characters like Mr. Freeze or even 

Penguin as they do not create the most realistic of characterizations. Like Batman, each villain 

has strong motivations, even if, like the Joker, those motivations, at first, do not appear to be the 

most noticeable. Like the ambiguous ending to many of Nolan’s films, including Batman’s fate 

in The Dark Knight Rises, Nolan created a character whose actions are driven by the unknown. A 

little chaos in the real world that not even they can predict. Batman’s world is defined by the 

denizens of darkness that terrorize Gotham from within its deepest shadows. What truly makes 

his rogues gallery stand out, however, is that they are each just a few shades of grey away from 

the Dark Knight himself. 

 

Reality of Current Events 

Another way Christopher Nolan encourages psychological realism is by presenting the 

spectator with relatable historical and real-world events within the trilogy’s narratives. By doing 

this the viewer has the opportunity to become more invested in the incidents within the film, 

connecting them within the context of current events. Speaking of the character’s reality, comic 

book writer Dennis O’Neil wrote, “Although [Batman] is not real, he does have a reality. A kind 

of reality that he shares with mythology, folklore, legends, imaginary friends and even a deity or 

two. Not just fictional, he reflects the values of his time” (O’Neil in Langley 2012). These 

concepts, written as a preface for Travis Langley’s book, are especially reflected in the 

contemporary themes included within the trilogy, most especially in The Dark Knight and The 

                                                 
67 Like the controversial sound design for Interstellar (making some of the dialogue unintelligible), the unusual 
sound mixing was heavily discussed on social media and online articles. A marketing tactic that seems to be used 
regularly by Warner Brothers when promoting Nolan’s films. 
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Dark Knight Rises.68 Much of The Dark Knight, for example, presented post-9/11 fears of 

terrorism and chaos and warns of the ramifications of a society who abandons their principles 

due to panic and trepidation. By suggesting such a significant event in the mind of the spectator, 

one is encouraged to emotionally and psychologically connect to the themes presented, 

especially those who were alive and have memories of the attacks. Some critics have argued that 

The Joker “is an Osama Bin Laden-style terrorist. He not only engages in mass carnage, he aims 

to damage a free society by instilling fear in the public” (New York Times). Others contend the 

film’s themes are more simply comments on the Bush Administration’s handling of the war on 

terror after the September 11, 2001 attacks (Gittel 2012), including Batman’s use of torture to 

gain information from The Joker. The film’s most explicit reference to the controversial methods 

used to fight the “War on Terror” was the depiction of technology to unsuspectingly monitor its 

citizens.69 Bruce Wayne develops a device that can monitor every cell phone in Gotham City 

using them as a radar system to track all citizen’s conversations and locations. Lucius Fox 

(Morgan Freeman), one of Batman’s mentors and the suppliers of his crime-fighting vehicles and 

devices, objected to the device noting, “this is too much power for one man,” seemingly a direct 

reference to the “warrantless wiretapping provisions of the Patriot Act” (Gittel 2012), which civil 

liberties advocates believe to be unconstitutional.70 

The Dark Knight Rises correspondingly encourages viewer recollection of the 2007-08 

housing and banking crisis, by presenting criticisms of the non-distribution of wealth. Released 

in 2012, the film manifestly references class divides and the bitterness and anxieties caused to 

                                                 
68 Unlike Batman Begins, the two final films were filmed using authentic urban environments, adding a sense of real 
world fear seen in attacks within New York City and other large cities. 
69 “Enhanced interrogation techniques” 
70 Lucius Fox also becomes yet another father figure to Bruce. 
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average citizens following a financial crisis. Selina Kyle is especially critical of those in 

positions of wealth and power. At an expensive fundraiser she resentfully stated, “There's a 

storm coming, Mr. Wayne. You and your friends better batten down the hatches, because when it 

hits, you're all gonna wonder how you ever thought you could live so large and leave so little for 

the rest of us.” Her statement, as well as several other declarations from Bane, seemingly 

reference many citizen’s contempt for the “1%,” and the 2008 government bailout and the events 

leading up to it. 

The Dark Knight Rises taps into the zeitgeist in the truest sense. Although the film was 

written and in production long before the Occupy Wall Street movement emerged in September 

2011, the film still addresses similar themes of inequality and injustice.71 The film’s themes most 

certainly originated from the same public indignation that gave rise to the movement.  In the 

article “The Spector of Revolution,” published just after the film’s release, author Alex 

Cummings wrote, “Before Occupy, of course, there was the bailout; before the bailout was the 

2008 crash; and before the crash there were years of growing disparity between most working 

Americans and the fabulously rich, a gap that fueled the economic meltdown” (Cummings 

2012). This is a description of an environment, uncannily like the conditions presented within 

Gotham City. A scene designed to be directly critical of the banking and financial industry 

appears early in the film. A crew of armed men, led by the anti-hero Bane, rushes onto the 

Nasdaq trading floor, quickly taking it over. While attempting to breach the trading circuits, 

Bane addresses a terrified trader, who earlier had been bragging about financial loopholes. 

                                                 
71 Nolan and his crew was filming The Dark Knight Rises in New York City’s financial district during the Occupy 
Wall Street protests. Although there were rumors that footage of the protesters had been filmed, it is unknown if any 
of that footage is included in the film, or if any footage even exists.  
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Finally getting the courage to speak the trader exclaims, “There’s no money to steal here!” to 

which Bane snaps,” Then what are you people doing here?” 

An examination of the Dark Knight Trilogy shows that Nolan’s films are not necessarily 

“polemics that favor one perspective over the other but are instead careful and unbiased 

explorations of American ambivalence towards the War on Terror” (Gittel 2012). Many of the 

themes are not encoded, and like many of Nolan’s films, they leave much for the viewer to 

decipher for themselves. By including these themes, the films represent a world that could be 

emotionally and psychologically meaningful to spectators within the United States and 

potentially to others also affected throughout the world. Although not directly related to the 

Occupy Wall Street Movement, some of its themes are still quite relevant to the film’s themes. 

Each film becomes more grounded within reality, which psychologically links the viewer within 

the application of real-world events, playing with post-9/11 fears. 

 

Conclusion 

By presenting characters with strong backstories that express convincing psychological 

motivations, as well as the utilization of real disorders, Christopher Nolan often creates credible 

worlds that can immerse the viewer in psychological realism.72 Batman originates from a 

fictional world, yet that world is depicted, and often regarded, as if it were real (Hechinger 2012, 

Langley 2012). Comic book editor, Dennis O’Neill often states, “We need to remember that 

                                                 
72 Speaking on The Dark Knight Trilogies approach of offering a full origin story, co-writer Charles S. Goyer stated, 
“Over the past nine years it seems like there have been lots of movies that have taken the Batman Begins approach, 
but I think what was novel at the time and what felt prescient is the fact that in the other iterations of the Batman 
films and many other super hero films, the characters are fully formed or fully emerged. The whole premise of 
Batman Begins was not just watching how he built the utility belt or what not, but how, step-by-step, he went from 
an orphaned child to a man who had a hole in his heart, to eventually become this mythic figure. In retrospect, it 
seems quite obvious, but, at the time, I think it was very novel” (Nolan 2012: ix). 
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Batman is not real,” commenting on the many fans who discuss Batman as if he were a real 

person (Forward written in Langley 2012). The fact that this obvious statement needs repeating 

addresses not only spectator connection to the psychological realities that character represents 

within the films, but also the phenomenal psychological resonance Batman may have in the 

world of the audience. The characters, within the Dark Knight Trilogy, almost become mythical, 

with a narrative that presents a parable that often resonates with elements of psychological truth. 

Speaking on the character Christopher Nolan asserts, “What I love about Batman is the sense that 

these things really are possible. I think that makes him much more relatable because Batman’s 

very much a human being. He embodies that fantasy of a man who, through sheer self-discipline, 

turns himself into a heroic figure. I think that is a very compelling myth” (Nolan 2012). The 

Dark Knight Trilogy allows audiences to unlock the psyche of Bruce Wayne, Batman and the 

villains who reflect our darkest desires. It also allows the viewers to reflect on Batman’s 

motivations that may reflect their own. Ben Karney argues that the phenomenal admiration of the 

Batman character comes through his reflection of the world of the spectator. “Batman says we 

can make meaning in a difficult world. We can pursue justice in an unjust world. Batman is a 

character that provides us hope, that all of us need” (Karney quoted in Batman Unmasked).  
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SCIENCE BEHIND SCIENCE-FACTUAL 

Inception and Interstellar 

In a time when many modern filmmakers rely on cutting-edge computer science and 

technology within their filmmaking, Christopher Nolan has tended to almost look backwards in 

his approaches. Nolan’s filmmaking methods often avoid pioneering cinematic tools, in favor of 

shooting his films practically, a common practice as old as movies themselves. Instead of 

capturing his films using state-of-the-art digital cameras, for example, he insists on shooting his 

movies using the standard photochemical process.73 Each of his more recent feature films has 

boldly pronounced, “This film was shot and finished on film,” which rarely happens in modern 

filmmaking.74 Instead of over saturating his movies with computer graphics or other alterations 

in post-production, he wants to shoot as much information “in camera,” when feasible.75 This 

seems like an inconsistent preference from a director whose films often explore the latest in 

scientific research and technology. Nolan is not a luddite; in fact, he champions new 

technologies, but only when those industrial tools advance his ambition of providing the 

spectator the most realistic and advanced cinematic experience possible. This is especially true in 

Christopher Nolan’s affinity of presenting scientific realism. Science is defined as “the 

intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and 

                                                 
73 Since the beginning of moving pictures, a photochemical film process has been utilized. A film negative is 
developed, and then edited before being presented to an audience. Between 2005 and 2015, Kodak’s film processing 
business has declined 96%, due to the massive popularity of digital camera technology. (Hamedy) 
74 Fewer and fewer movies have been shot on 35 mm film since 2010. Certain directors, such as Quentin Tarantno’s 
The Hateful Eight (2015), Wes Anderson’s The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014) and J.J. Abrams’ Star Wars: The 
Force Awakens (2015) were shot and finished on film. Only a total of 64 films were shot using 35mm film in 2015. 
75 The technique of shooting “in camera” most or all of the material that will be seen once the film is complete and 
released. In other words, filming things practically without the necessity of altering the image in post-production, 
such as adding visual effects. 
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behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment” (Oxford). Nolan 

often utilizes various forms of “science,” not only within the themes of his films, but also within 

the filmmaking process.  

The term science is a rather broad expression, especially when applying science to Nolan 

and his work. Although Nolan does not usually depict the “systematic study” of scientific 

exploration within his films, he does apply the foundations of scientific research within them. 

Some of the major areas of science that Nolan has explored include: social science (psychology, 

sociology, and oneirology – the study of dreams), neuroscience (illusions and subjectivity) 

computer science (electronic technology and use computer generated images), formal science 

(mathematics and logic), astronomical science (astrophysics and multi-dimensions) and 

engineering science (manufacturing structures for practical use of effects).  By presenting 

various methods of scientific realism within his films, Nolan’s brand as a realist auteur is also 

further defined. Due to the increasing escalation of Nolan’s brand as a realist auteur, extra-

textual considerations of his choices and perspectives are also becoming more significant as his 

later films are especially recognized by his well-known working methods. For the purposes of 

this analysis, I explore Christopher Nolan’s application of modern scientific research within his 

films Inception and Interstellar, both in their development and as depicted in the film. Nolan 

often consults with scientific leaders in their respective fields, when writing and eventually 

directing his films. Analysis of his resulting collaborations will help in discovering how realism, 

which is scientific in nature, was emphasized within his narratives and within the process of his 

filmmaking techniques.  

Christopher Nolan’s films become distinctly his own products, as his signatures are 

present despite the genre he is working within. Although Nolan’s early films would not be 
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defined as being within the science-fiction genre, his themes often include elements of scientific 

technology, especially within The Prestige.76 The science-fiction genre, in general, is not 

particularly noted for its emphasis on presenting realism. The second half of its title underscores 

the genre’s concentration on “fiction.” The genre offers speculative, fictional science-based 

depictions of phenomena that are often not fully accepted by mainstream science.77 Due to 

Christopher Nolan’s inclination for representing realism, his science-fiction films are also each 

speculatively plausible demonstrating his “realist” notions. His films, so called, believability also 

demonstrates a relationship to another Nolan’s signature of presenting explorations that are 

expansive, novel, and absorbing, showing his more “fantasist” notions. Science-fiction films, 

such as, the Star Wars saga and the Star Trek series, often appear to be more science-fantasy, 

where more authentic scientific veracity is ignored in favor of more fantastical captivating 

narratives. Dozens of Hollywood directors have identified the original Star Wars as a direct 

inspiration to their work (see introduction). Nolan, for example, praised George Lucas for 

creating a believable and expansive universe in Star Wars, which brought a “feeling of reality to 

science-fiction” (Nolan quoted in Shadows).78 Nolan’s term “reality,” however, better describes 

the films’ narrative and cinematic reality, more than my description of “scientific realism,” 

which focuses more on the authenticity of the hard science depicted in Nolan’s films. The 

scientific accuracy within Star Wars clearly came secondary to the film’s entertainment 

                                                 
76 One of the film’s supporting characters is Nikola Tesla, the renowned late 19th century inventor. Many of his 
inventions are well-suited to fit within the science-fiction genre, where most of his references in popular culture are 
located. 
77 Such as extra-terrestrial life forms and worlds, space crafts including interstellar travel, robots, time travel and 
other futuristic technologies. 
78 His entire quote expands on his influence and others’ influence. “It simply opened up a feeling of reality in 
science fiction, the feeling of a completely thought through world that existed outside of the frame. I think when you 
look at the history of movies, I don’t believe there’s been as dominant a cultural milestone in cinema as that first 
Star Wars film” (Nolan quoted in These Amazing Shadows). 
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objectives.79 Like Nolan, other directors and film projects have attempted to use accurate 

theoretical science within their narratives. Ridley Scott’s The Martian (2015), for example, based 

on a book by Andy Weir, contained a great deal of astrophysical research and scientific 

legitimacy. Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, is especially known for representing 

technology that is common today, such as computers, space craft and precursors of the 

smartphone and iPhone’s Siri.80 The difference between Nolan’s projects and many other 

directors is that their focus on scientific realism is not necessarily a part of any of the director’s 

oeuvre. Nolan’s inclusion of grounded foundations of scientific fact and realism has become a 

major part of his brand, which is emphasized throughout his filmography, even in The Dark 

Knight Trilogy. 

As part of a History Channel documentary entitled Batman Tech, which was broadcast in 

conjunction of the release of The Dark Knight in 2008, Christopher Nolan stated, “All of 

[Batman’s] tools have some credible basis in scientific reality” (Nolan quoted in Batman Tech). 

Greg Silverman, president of creative development at Warner Brothers, also recalls Nolan 

persistence in desiring “to base Batman’s technology on real physics…” (Lewis-Kraus 2014).81 

As a result, many of Batman’s vehicles and gadgets, including his Batsuit, the Batmobile, the 

Batpod and devices on his utility belt are either practical or created using real scientific 

technology, many based on actual military equipment.82 Due to the research of scientists and 

                                                 
79 The films unproven theories of space travel, and breaking of the laws of physics, including the use of light sabers 
and fire/explosions in space including sounds. 
80 Other films include: Gattaca (1997), Contact (1997), Minority Report (2002), Wall-E (2008), and Blade Runner 
(1982) 
81 “…and that he wanted viewers to see Bruce Wayne doing hung-over push-ups and recovering from bruises” 
which adds to the reality of the character’s physical constraints. 
82 The Batsuit contains a flexible Kevlar biweave, which stops a knife or bullet. It also includes Nomex, making it 
fireproof. Both the Batmobile and the Batpod were real vehicles driven by stunt drivers throughout the shoot. The 
utility belt contains devices used by the CIA including, fiber optic periscopes as well as a Batarang and a grappling 
hook that was actually developed by a company called Atlas Power.  Wayne Enterprises military contracts within 
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engineers, the scientific technology within many of Nolan’s films is not fantasy. Paul Levitz, 

President of DC Publishing says technology within Batman movies are, “a seamless loop, the 

changes in the real world inspire the writers and the writers and artists in turn inspire the 

scientists and the engineers to dream” (Levitz quoted in Batman Tech).  

This chapter will consider Nolan’s persistence in presenting scientific theories within 

both oneirlogical and astrophysical science to ground his films in scientific realism. It will 

further explore the relationship between scientific reality and scientific environments; whether 

within a dream space or in outer space, each reveals philosophical mysteries of human 

exploration. The use of scientific history, the science of illusion (such as the work of M.C. 

Escher) and cinematic engagement of the spectator, will also be explored.  

 

Inception (2010) 

A dream is real while it lasts, can we say more of life? 
Havelock Ellis 

 
Describing the possibilities of the human brain, Dominick Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) in 

Inception states, “They say we only use a fraction of our brain’s true potential. Now that’s when 

we’re awake. When we’re asleep, our minds can almost do anything.” Ten years in the making, 

Inception uses theoretical science behind dreaming, which gave Christopher Nolan the 

opportunity to creatively illustrate a narrative with few limitations as most of the film occurs 

within the realm of the dream. With Inception, Nolan explored the relationship between dreams 

and waking life, and like his previous films, explored the mysteries of the subconscious and the 

                                                 
the narrative, makes these gadgets a natural inclusion in offering truth within a genre often based on artificiality. 
This offers verisimilitude within the films and to the character that may have been overlooked had Nolan not been at 
the helm.   
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consequences of repressed guilt. Through this relationship, Nolan also revealed the correlation 

between the cinematic experience and the concepts of dreaming, portraying scientific illusions, 

often presented through the utilization of engineering science. 

Although Inception mostly falls within the science-fiction genre, it is technically a caper 

film, set within the realm of dreamscapes, backed up by suggestions of scientific research. The 

film depicts a world where dream-sharing technology allows thieves to extract valuable ideas 

and secrets from within the subconscious dream state of another person. Cobb, with the help of a 

crew of extraction experts, attempts to use inception to plant a thought in the mind of an 

unsuspecting heir to a family fortune. Each character or member of the team plays a different 

role in their quest to plant the idea in Robert Fischer’s unconscious (Cillian Murphy) to dissolve 

the corporation his father built. Their roles can also be analyzed similarly to positions of a film 

crew when making a movie. Cobb, for example, is the director, creatively orchestrating each 

member of the crew to achieve their final goal. Arthur (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) could be 

representative of the producer, making sure things happen efficiently and on schedule. Ariadne 

(Ellen Page) is the architect, who designs the world of the dreams and is characteristic of a 

production designer. Eames (Tom Hardy) is the forger, performing, like an actor, the roles 

needed to manipulate both the subject and the audience. Saito (Ken Watanabe) is figuratively the 

studio or executive producer, financing the mission and overseeing the progress. Finally, Fischer 

is the audience, witnessing the performances and spectacle all around, while also being deceived 

by the projections.83 Considering the character’s roles helps connect the equivalencies of the 

cinema and dreaming. Nolan uses a cinematic and science-fiction premise and environment to 

                                                 
83 When Nolan was asked if he purposely incorporated characters based on a film crew, he stated “In trying to write 
a team-based creative process, I wrote the one I know…It’s rare that you can identify yourself so clearly in a film” 
(Jenson 2010).  
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tell the story. Like the fantasist settings utilized within his past film narratives, Nolan 

reintroduces previous methodologies such as, subjective perception, visualizations of 

psychological motivation and concepts of “The Maze,” arguably telling his most complex story 

to date.  

It needs to be made clear that there is no hard science validating many of the concepts 

introduced in the film, especially when concerning the technology of entering another 

individual’s dream. Kevin Carr explains,  

While there are some devices that can read and detect what is going on in someone’s 
mind as they’re dreaming, based on brain waves and other biological feedback, we don’t 
have access to anything that will merge people into a single dream together. And we 
certainly don’t have something that will allow a trained individual to build the dream 
world from the ground up and project other people into a shared dream. The concept 
of shared dreaming does exist, but it falls in the realm of paranormal science rather than 
hard science and has yet to be proved with reliable scientific investigation (Carr 2010).  
 

Even though Inception’s overall concept does not necessarily fit within the realm of sound 

science, there is still much scientific consideration noticeable within the film’s narrative, 

especially when considering the engineering science utilized both in front of and behind the 

camera.  

The average human spends 5-6 years dreaming over the course of their lifetime (Dream 

Moods), yet there is still much that is not understood about them. The brain essentially becomes 

a sensor reality generator, creating worlds using our imagination and unconscious portions of our 

minds. Despite the subconscious nature of dreaming, individuals can technically become 

conscious of it when they recall their dreams or through lucid dreaming.84 G. William Domhoff, 

a psychology professor at UC-Santa Cruz, argues that where emotions are concerned, “Dreams 

are as real as waking life” (Domhoff quoted in Dreams: Cinema of the Subconscious 2008). 

                                                 
84 Moments in one’s sleep cycle where an individual is consciously aware that they are within a dream. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream_telepathy
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Much has changed in the perception of dreams over time. Sigmund Freud, for example, argued 

that dreams were windows into the unconscious that could uncover an individual’s pathological 

issues and desires. More modern considerations theorize dreaming as more healthy and 

therapeutic (Simons 2009). Speaking on his interest in dreams, Nolan stated, “What’s always 

been interesting to me about dreaming is that unlike other forms of psychological distortion, 

whether it be memory loss, or psychosis, or hallucinations and so forth, dreaming is a very 

positive, healthy experience. And it’s one in which somebody normal, with an ordinary mental 

process is allowed to view the world in a particularly distorted and surreal way” (Nolan quoted in 

Dreams).  

Much of Inception’s narrative is based on broad concepts of dreaming that individuals 

worldwide can relate to, but often is represented using cinematically surreal methods. Inception 

includes many of these familiar dream touchstones, portraying common attributes of individuals’ 

sleeping and dreaming habits. These concepts include, the influence of stimuli from outside of a 

dream, the feeling of falling, the unconscious reaction to urges of the body while dreaming, the 

corporeal nature of dreaming timeframes, and the concept of a chain of dreams (a dream within a 

dream.) Each of these aspects assist in emphasizing not only the scientific basis behind how and 

why our minds create them, but also the relatable cross cultural experience of dreams. Despite 

differences in one’s gender, race, or culture, certain characteristics of dreaming tend to be 

analogous across these boundaries (Orloff 1996). Psychiatrist Judith Orloff argues, for example, 

“You could be a human being in any culture and not know the other person and yet we have the 
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same dreams.85 Human beings are bound together by dream consciousness in this way. It signals 

really the bond that unites us all” (Orloff 1996).  

Perhaps one of the most recognized narrative elements from Inception is Nolan’s notion 

of a “chain of dreams," where an individual awakens from a dream to find that they are still 

dreaming. Commonly referred to as a ‘false awakening,’ according to Kevin Carr, they occur 

most “when you think you’ve woken up and you’ve started going about your daily 

routine…These dreams usually happen when you’re extremely worried about the upcoming day 

and you’re doing everything you can to avoid it” (Carr 2010). Nolan also addressed this concept 

when stating, “I have at times experienced the idea of waking from one dream, but not fully 

coming out of the dream state and realizing I’m actually in another dream, and I’m coming out of 

that. What’s interesting to me about that is that we can dream a dream within a dream. That to 

me suggests the infinite nature of the mind and I think the limitless nature of that is pretty 

fascinating” (Nolan 2010). This concept is depicted several times within narrative, expounding 

on the scientific perception of layers within dreams.  

Towards the beginning of Inception, Cobb and Arthur, while in a mysterious Japanese 

mansion, are shown trying to extract secret information from Saito, the CEO of a large energy 

corporation. He soon discovers he is within a dream and their plan to steal information due to 

interference from Cobbs subconscious, represented in the form of Mal,86 Cobbs dead wife. To 

escape the dream, Cobb is awakened by pushing him into a bathtub full of water, known as a 

kick (described later). After being awakened from his dream and Cobb and Arthur continue to try 

                                                 
85 This does not refer to dream sharing, but rather that all cultures have certain aspects that appear in their dreams, 
such as falling, flying, and dreams concerning failure to complete a task and appearing naked.  
86 Mal means bad or wrong in French and Spanish, which like Domer/dormier, contributes to better understanding 
the motivations of the character. 
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and retrieve the information they’ve been hired to steal. With a gun to his head on the floor of his 

secret apartment, Saito, based on the wrong texture of his carpet, determines that he is still within 

a dream. This demonstrates the real layering concept of having a dream within a dream. This 

notion of having different levels within a dream, is a theme presented throughout much of the 

rest of the film. To plant a thought within Robert Fischer’s mind, the inception crew determine 

that they must be at least three levels away from consciousness, to engrain it without Fischer 

knowing it was not his idea (Appendix C). To do this, a plan was devised to create three distinct 

levels that the crew would maneuver within to manipulate Fischer with hopes that their 

“thought” would stick.87 The further Fischer got into the dream the easier it was to manipulate, as 

it took him further away from the possibility of lucid consciousness. 

To awaken from a dream, or at least move up to the next level, the narrative emphasizes 

the characters need for a kick, or a feeling of falling. The “falling dream” happens most 

frequently out of all the dreams experienced throughout many people’s lifetime, according to an 

online group of oneirologists (Dream Dictionary) as well as expert Wendy Gould (Gould 2011). 

This feeling is often accompanied with a hypnic jerk, which is a reaction often caused by anxiety 

within a dream or discomfort while sleeping. The hypnic jerk is a feeling triggered by a sudden 

muscle twitch that causes the uneasy feeling of falling, which usually awakes the person 

sleeping. This too is a common trait while sleeping, with about 40% of people experiencing this 

feeling at least once in their lifetime (IAC). Inception uses this common reaction to wake 

members from one level of the dream to the next. As mentioned, the beginning sequence depicts 

this when pushing Cobb’s chair back into a bathtub, allowing him to wake up in the next level of 

                                                 
87 For Fischer to break up and sell his father’s energy business, so Saito can buy out his only true competitors. 
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the dream.88 It was also later demonstrated in the falling elevator shaft in the second level, where 

Arthur needed the rest of the sleeping crew to fall within a zero-gravity environment. It was 

lastly demonstrated when Ariadne and Fischer jump off a building in limbo or the 4th level of the 

dream. Using this common sleeping trait within the narrative encourages recognition from the 

spectator, conceivably making it more relatable within the real world. 

Another common effect in dreaming is the influence of stimuli from outside of a dream. 

Stimuli often includes phone rings, bells, alarms, children crying and commonly music, where an 

individual dreaming incorporates a sound into their own dream, only to discover that it is 

something from their waking life (McNamara 2015). Inception often emphasizes this dreaming 

peculiarity through its depiction of music within the narrative. Edith Piaf’s song, “Non, je ne 

Regrette Rien,” is used almost like an alarm clock, to stimulate recognition of characters within 

lower levels of the dream. Inception’s score, composed by Hans Zimmer, effectively utilized the 

first two notes of the Piaf song to also remind the audience when time within the dream level is 

running out. This links the subjective qualities of the spectator within Nolan’s films through the 

cinematic nature of dreaming. These two notes were also slowed down, at a tempo that better 

matched the dream level’s timeline. 

Similar to the influence of outside stimuli are impulses of the body while dreaming. Body 

temperature, functions and needs, such as hunger, can also contribute to an individual’s dream 

content. When cold, for example, the subconscious might generate snow or a cool wind. If hot, a 

dream might fashion a projection of a warmer environment. An illness, such as nausea, may also 

affect your dream state. One common dream manifestation which is also depicted within 

Inception is the urge to urinate. Within the film, only one person controls each level of the dream 

                                                 
88 This was represented in the film by water flooding the Japanese home that Cobb is standing in. 
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(Appendix C) and their subconscious controls the events within that level. The first level they 

entered was Yusef’s (Dileep Rao) dreamscape. In the “real world,” he was shown drinking a lot 

of champagne and had failed to use the restroom prior to entering the dream with Robert Fischer. 

As a result, it was persistently pouring rain throughout the first level of the dream, due to his 

urge to urinate in the “real world.” This representation of rain, when needing to urinate, is a 

common expression for dreamers (Dream Moods). Like other’s dreams, when each member of 

the team entered Yusef’s dream, the realities of outside stimuli, such as sounds, each help ground 

the viewer in recognizable examples, representing an intriguing world grounded in possible real 

life experiences. 

Another scientific concept that Nolan used throughout Inception is the notion that dreams 

last longer than the time spent dreaming within one’s sleep span. Despite this common belief, 

some researchers, such as Dr. William Dement, have argued that dreams are not compressed. “If 

you dream of an activity that would take five minutes in waking life, you probably dream about 

it for a full five minutes” (Bolz 2009).  Speaking on his reason for including this unproven 

concept within the narrative, Nolan stated, “The ideas about dreaming that I’ve been fascinated 

by, that I’ve tried to put into the film specifically, are things like I’ve always felt that my brain 

was working even faster than it can do in waking life. It feels like time passes more slowly in a 

dream. I would drift off for 10 minutes, but I would have an hour-long dream.” The dream space 

is most often thought of when concerning dreams visualizations, but it is also about the feelings. 

The emotional effects of dreams often make it seem like a dream lasted longer than it actually 

was in reality.  

This is not an uncommon experience. Many people experience dreams that seem to be 
hours or days long in one dreaming cycle at night. While difficult to scientifically prove 
from a perception and communication level, there is plenty of anecdotal evidence of 
people experiencing this phenomenon. There have been some studies to suggest that there 
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is some truth to this. Certain studies involved waking people up in the middle of the 
dream cycle and having them accurately identify approximately how much time has 
passed. However, like everything with dreams, this all relies on perception (Carr 2010). 
 

Based on this perception, Nolan infused in his narrative a slower passage of time, depending on 

the level of the dream a character is in. Each level of the dream would be prolonged by a factor 

of 20. The inception crew had a 10-hour flight from Australia to Los Angeles. So, 1 hour in the 

real world, would be the equivalent of just over 1-week within the first level of the dream. If the 

crew had stayed within second level for the entire flight, it would have equaled about 6 months 

with the third level equaling up to 10 years. By prolonging time within each level of the dream, 

that allows for additional actions to be performed while time is slowed down for those in levels 

closer to consciousness. Therefore, when a van holding each sleeping member of the inception 

crew, with Yusef driving, is steered off a tall bridge, it falls in ultra-slow-motion, compared to 

the lower levels. 3 seconds in “reality,” would be 1 minute in level 1, 20 minutes in level 2, and 6 

hours 40 minutes on level 3. This time equation, alluded to, within the film narrative, is a fitting 

timetable for what is seen in the film. Although, the mathematics of the dreams were not 

completely scientific based on real research, the film did follow the rules established by the 

timetables within the narrative. More concrete science, concerning Nolan’s concepts surrounding 

scientific functions of time, would later appear in Interstellar, based on the space-time 

continuum, and gravity’s role in the passage of time. 
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One of the key themes throughout Inception is the manifestation of architecture, which is 

the balanced integration of artistic sensibility and scientific methodology (Boroson). As 

Ariadne’s role as the crew’s architect, her task is to design the world of the dream by 

constructing a maze-like environment that the dreamer fills with their subconscious projections. 

The character Ariadne was inspired by the ancient Greek myth of Theseus and the Minotaur. The 

myth is about the goddess Ariadne, who assists the hero, Theseus, within the labyrinth of the 

Minotaur. Using a ball of red thread, she eventually leads him out of the maze to safety. 

Inception has obvious connections to the myth as Ariadne too escorts Cobb through the maze of 

his own subconscious and assists in overcoming Mal who is often projected through Cobb’s 

labyrinthine unconscious mind. Cobb has kept Mal buried deep within his subconscious, and 

visits her while dreaming. Mal had committed suicide, due to her belief that she was still in a 

dream and if she killed herself she would wake up in the 

real world. Ariadne’s association to the myth is also 

demonstrated when Cobb first tested her skills in 

creating the architecture of a maze.89 Cobb asked 

Ariadne to create a maze, on paper, in 2 minutes that 

takes at least a minute to solve. Her successful third 

attempt visibly resembled the Greek myths commonly 

depicted maze structure (see Figure 3).  

The film features other classic architectural inspirations most prominently through the 

work of graphic artist and mathematician M.C. Escher.90 He often used the science of 

                                                 
89 Ariadne is also often seen wearing red throughout much the film 
90 M.C. Escher's art became well known among scientists and mathematicians, and in popular culture (Sooke) 

Figure 3. Ariadne's third maze 
attempt. 
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architectural illusion in creating paradoxical images. His work also featured mathematical 

objects, including impossible objects, explorations of infinity, reflection, and curvilinear 

perspective. Examples of each of these are repeatedly depicted in the design of Inception and 

also within the narrative. The most prominent example was the films depiction of the Penrose 

steps. While training Ariadne how to create architectural illusions to trick the dreamer in their 

dream state, Arthur explains the concepts behind the Penrose steps and how distortions can 

deceive a dreamer.91 Where M.C. Escher could use prints to express paradox and infinity, the 

filmmakers had to utilize three-dimensional space. Camera cheats were needed as the Penrose 

steps cannot exist in the real world. By using forced perspective, the film depicts how dreamers 

and spectators might be deceived by what they see and experience.92 Deceptions of logic are a 

common effect in even the most lucid of dreams as mental rationale is always impaired while 

sleeping (Barrett 2012). While Arthur and Ariadne are walking up a staircase, within a dream, a 

change in camera perspective revealed that the staircase’s continuation was duplicitous (See 

Images). With the use of a crane, the camera moves below Arthur and Ariadne showing the 

infinite staircase they were on was, as the dialogue explains, a “paradox.”93 Like Escher’s own 

work the illusion was only achieved through science. Cinematographer Wally Pfister stated that 

the shot “had to be mathematically perfect. It had to be a particular lens, height, and distance” 

                                                 
91 Also known as the Penrose Stairs, this illusion was originally made popular by Lionel Penrose in the 1950s, but 
the most famous examples were depicted by M.C. Escher 
92 Similar to Nolan’s use of in camera trickery, Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the Rings Trilogy (2001-2003) made use 
of forced perspective to make certain actors taller or shorter than others around them. These were mostly shot in 
camera, which allowed the illusion of size change to be more natural. This changed on The Hobbit Trilogy (2012-
2014), where all of the differences in size were created using visual effects, rather than being shot practically, in 
camera. This was due to the film being shot in 3D, but the result was not a convincing as when effects are shot 
practically. 
93 A statement or proposition that, despite sound (or apparently sound) reasoning from acceptable premises, leads to 
a conclusion that seems senseless, logically unacceptable, or self-contradictory. The film uses the notion of paradox 
to demonstrate how a dreamer can be manipulated through paradoxical scientific illusions. 
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(Inception Blu-ray). Computer science was used to simulate where the camera had to be to create 

the illusion on the visual canvas of the screen, without the use of CGI. 

Christopher Nolan used architectural science throughout Inception, engineering 

complicated structures to shoot most his special effects practically and in camera.94 Through the 

construction and execution of these complex designs the film’s images toyed with audience’s 

perception of the events. Actor Joseph 

Gordon-Levitt commented, “So many 

actions movies’ [effects are] all done on 

computers later. These scenes that we did 

were so thought out and involving. There 

is no substitute for real human energy and 

performance” (Inception Blu-ray). Perhaps 

the most elaborate practical effect was the 

construction of a 100-foot rotating 

corridor, which was assembled on a 

gimbal and suspended on metal rings (Figure 4).95 With the camera locked on the set, the 

characters moved around the environment, but the perspective of the filmed image stays the 

same. The character’s maneuver within, not only the corridor, but also a 30x20 foot hotel room, 

which was assembled using a similar method as the corridor. The spinning was necessitated 

within the narrative as a van the extraction crew were in on the first dream level tipped, rotating 

                                                 
94 Nolan often chooses to shoot his special effects practically. In The Dark Knight, for example, the filmmakers 
flipped a real semi-truck in downtown Chicago/Gotham and also exploded a real hospital building with actor Heath 
Ledger within the environment and shot.  
95 The design was influenced by the practical effects within 2001: A Space Odyssey, especially the jogging scene 
where the rotating set gave the illusion that Dr. Dave Bowman was able run completely around, even upside down. 

Figure 4. Rotating corridor used in Inception. 
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down the side of the freeway 

embankment. The revolving of the 

environment is represented within the 

second dream level while Arthur fights 

off the projections who want to stop his 

mission of protecting the rest of his 

sleeping crew.96 The corridor scene was 

shown in one continuous take, which 

demonstrates the epic nature of the 

architectural undertaking, as well as the 

energy within the actor’s performances (Figure 5.).  

Many people have explored the metaphor between dreaming and the movies. The first 

theaters that showed films in England, for example, were called Dream Palaces. Speaking about 

this concept psychologist Dr. Deirdre Barrett stated, “Just the analogy that you’re watching these 

hallucinatory, vivid images, kind of passively in the dark, seems true of both things” (Barrett 

2006). Psychologists have argued that creativity is connected to dreaming and that every dream 

can be considered a work of art, in many ways like the cinema. Every dreamer’s mind creates 

their dreams, thus is from their own unique perspective. The dreamer designs each environment, 

produces dream narratives and all conversations in a dream is a variation of the dreamer. Nolan 

has said, “The brain has a massive area of mystery to it that I think is best seen through dreaming 

and through the dream state. Inception allowed Christopher Nolan’s to present his conscious 

                                                 
96 Other elaborate engineering structures were created, such as a tilting bar, to prove to Fischer he is still dreaming, 
as well as a set to demonstrate zero gravity, while the van falls from a tall bridge. 

Figure 5. Shooting corridor scene in Inception. 
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dream state, giving spectators a view into his subjective mind. Using film language, such as the 

cut, relatable scientific dream traits, examples of artistic and scientific illusions and engineered 

special effects to ground the world of Inception within the realm of science, despite the main 

narrative, not being scientifically sound. At the end of the film credits, the spectator, like the 

characters in the film, hear Edith Piaf’s “Non, je ne Regrette Rien.” The music can symbolically 

signal to the viewer that they are about to get their kick, and return to their own world of reality.  

 

Interstellar (2014) 

Interstellar became the first project since Insomnia where Christopher Nolan was not a 

part of the project from original inception. Interstellar was conceived by renowned theoretical 

physicist Kip Thorne and his friend, film producer Lynda Obst.97 Beginning development in June 

2006, based on Thorne and Obst’s eight-page treatment, Jonathan Nolan was soon hired to write 

the screenplay early the next year. Steven Spielberg, who was originally attached to direct the 

film, eventually dropped out in February 2009.98 This allowed Christopher Nolan, who had been 

interested in the story since its conception, to take over the project in 2012. Christopher Nolan’s 

involvement guided the film into several different creative directions, most of them in favor of 

not only getting the scientific details as factual as possible, but also shooting the film as 

practically as possible without the use of bluescreen. Although Spielberg has exhibited 

proficiency in presenting historical accuracy and wartime realism, his science-fiction films 

especially emphasize feelings of nostalgia and fantasy in his narratives than realism. Although 

Nolan did not develop the project, he brought a significant amount of his signatures (cinematic 

                                                 
97 They had originally worked together on Carl Sagan’s Contact (1997). 
98 Spielberg’s production company DreamWorks parted ways with Paramount in 2009, moving their films to The 
Walt Disney Company, necessitating a new director for Interstellar (Jensen and Vary 2014) 
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realism, use of real events, and location shooting) to the project and expanded the story to reflect 

his changing style and ideologies (such as changing Murph to a daughter instead of a son).99 

Nolan relied heavily on Kip Thorne’s astrophysics expertise during pre-production and 

continued to consult with him through the completion of the film. Of Nolan’s scientific research, 

Thorne observed, “[Nolan] knew a remarkable amount of relevant science and had deep intuition 

about it…Chris brought remarkable scientific ideas of his own to the film, ideas that my 

physicist colleagues will assume were mine” (Macnab).  Their collaboration also resulted in a 

book and documentary called The Science of Interstellar (2014) written by Thorne, with a 

foreword by Nolan, explaining his objective of offering science and discoveries as accurate as 

possible. According to Thorne, Nolan told him that he “wanted a movie that did not violate any 

well-established physical laws,” especially within the graphics. Thorne explained, “[They] are 

perfectly modeled — precisely what I think you’d see if you went chasing light rays around 

wormholes. They fit with Chris’s desire to have the graphics done in accord with the equations 

of general relativity” (Quoted in Lewis-Kraus 2014). The question of how much of the film 

offered science fact versus science-fiction is of course debatable when dealing with theory, but 

Thorne himself points out, “Some of the science is known to be true, some is an educated guess, 

and some is speculation” (Knapton 2015). Even Thorne’s introduction in The Science of 

Interstellar describes how much of the film must be taken with a “pinch of salt.” Despite this 

pronouncement however, Nolan takes the same care for “realism," in this case, scientific realism, 

within his science-fiction films, as much, or perhaps even more so, then when working in other 

genres. 

                                                 
99 Nolan expanded the story based on ideas from another futuristic screenplay he had been developing for years. His 
contributions brought more emotional depth to the father, daughter relationship and historical relevance to the 
earth’s deterioration. 
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Interstellar depicts a near future where dust storms are destroying the earth and 

prohibiting most crops from growing, except corn, but even corn is beginning to disappear. 

Cooper (Matthew McConaughey), a former science engineer and NASA test pilot, now farms 

corn, with his 15-year-old son Tom (Timothee Chalamet and later Casey Affleck), after the space 

program was shut down. Cooper’s 10-year-old daughter Murphy (Mackenzie Foy and later 

Jessica Chastain) has been encountering strange phenomena in her bedroom, which she refers to 

as a “ghost.”100 As a scientist, who does not believe in the unsubstantiated, he good-humoredly 

states “not very scientific Murph.” She retorts to her father that, “You said science is admitting 

what we don’t know,” a statement that directly relates to the film’s theme of exploring the 

unknown and searching for answers that can at first only be imagined. Gathering the data her 

father requested, Cooper and Murphey follow the coordinates of one of the binary messages in 

her room, and find a secret NASA facility. There, Cooper discovers his former astrophysics 

professor Dr. Brand (Michael Caine) and his daughter, also known as Brand (Anne 

Hathaway).101 Cooper is asked by Dr. Brand to pilot an interstellar mission through a mysterious 

wormhole into another galaxy in search of a world suitable enough to sustain human life and 

save earth’s population. To do so he will have to abandon his family for an uncertain amount of 

time. Cooper’s goal soon becomes not only to save humanity, but to fulfill his promise of 

returning to his family. 

Christopher Nolan presents Interstellar as a cautionary narrative, emphasizing the 

apocalyptic possibilities of a time when earth can no longer support human life. Where there are 

unverified mysteries surrounding the scientific explorations of dreams, theories in astrophysics 

                                                 
100 Such as books and models falling off her shelf and messages appearing written in binary code. Murph is named 
after Murphy’s Law, which suggests that “whatever can go wrong, will go wrong.” 
101 Dr. Brand was purposely designed to resemble the film’s technical advisor Professor Kip Thorne. 
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have more established mathematical data and consensus of legitimacy. Therefore, unlike the 

more fantasist perspective of Inception, Interstellar’s overarching narrative presents an often-

plausible narrative, using proven scientific truths as well as theoretical research. The film also 

emphasizes scientific facts through historical events and like Inception, practical use of effects 

and engineering science. 

 

Stellar Science 

Although the film has a futuristic setting, the film abandons the notion of futurism. The 

production design, for example, does not try to represent predictions of unrecognizable futuristic 

edifices or vehicles. The film in fact looks like “modern day,” a setting similar to the film’s 2014 

release. By not trying to predict future design and fashion trends, the film creates a more timeless 

and arguably realistic view of the near future. The film focuses more on presenting the most 

current thinking in scientific theories surrounding, the space-time continuum (including the 

theory of relativity), wormholes and blackholes. Each helps in offering the spectator, not just 

fantasy, but accurate science to help ground the film in realism (Reference Appendix D). 

Interstellar’s principle purpose in applying astrophysical science is the necessity for 

human kind to find a new sustainable planet for their continued future. Actual scientists, such as 

NASA astronomers Natalie Batalha and William Cochran are considered “planet hunters” 

(NASA). Their team has argued, based on information retrieved from the Keplar space telescope, 

that there are several possible inhabitable planets that may substitute Earth’s, including drinkable 

water and atmosphere (Stober 2011). The difficulty that arises however is, how could these 

planets be reached? The planets are over 3 quadrillion miles away, which would be impossible to 

successfully travel to in one’s lifetime. Even at the currently impossible speed of light, it would 
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take 500 light years to arrive. Interstellar uses scientific theories involving Einstein’s “Theory of 

Relativity,” to explain warp time.  

Before Einstein, space and time were believed to be separate, but due to his revolutionary 

theories, gravity was connected to warp both space and time, creating principles of space-time. 

The Science of Interstellar (2014), a documentary broadcast on the Discovery Channel in 

conjunction with the release of Interstellar, explains that the greater the gravity, the slower time 

flows. A clock/time at the top of a tall building goes faster than a clock/time that is lower. The 

documentary illustrates this when explaining that timing on a GPS satellite needs to be adjusted, 

as the gravity is different, thus timing is also different and must be accounted for GPS to work. 

Movement also experiences less time, than when standing still. Anything that is travelling at the 

speed of light one would essentially be going into the future, through the relativity of time, which 

is depicted within Interstellar.  

Like Inception, which presents relative timelines, Interstellar also dramatizes the notion 

of time. Every day that Cooper spends in space is time spent away from his children Tom and 

Murph, and this consideration is often what drives his decisions and motives. The mission crew, 

which includes Cooper, Brand, Romilly (David Gyasi), and Doyle (Wes Bentley), decide that 

“Miller’s Planet” would be the first planet they visit for possible recolonization102. The proximity 

of “Miller’s Planet,” (which is the equivalent of moon) to Gargantua (a massive blackhole), 

means that due to the immense effect of gravity, each hour spent on “Miller’s Planet” would 

equal seven years on Earth. Once on the planet, it was apparent that it would not sustain human 

life. Gargantua creates massive tidal forces, which causes mile-high waves. One of these waves 

                                                 
102 “Miller’s Planet” is named after the astronaut “Miller,” who first travelled to the planet and sent a message of its 
promise. 
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kills Doyle and due to the large qualities of water, causes the shuttle to malfunction. Once finally 

taking flight, the time spent on the planet may have seemed short, but due to the effects of space-

time (gravity), 23 years had transpired on Earth. Due to space-time and relativity, the shuttle was 

also able to warp time to travel to the wormhole that eventually allowed them to reach “Miller’s 

Planet.” The film’s depiction of a wormhole, utilized the most current scientific theories and 

visual effects to present the most realistic illustration of a wormhole yet seen in a feature film. 

Wormholes have become a common trope in science-fiction, where space and time can 

be curved to travel quickly into distant areas, but they are based on real science. A common 

visual example to explain wormholes is an apple. If the surface of an apple is considered the 

universe, a wormhole would be a hole through the apple, allowing someone to more quickly 

travel to the other side. Subatomic in size, these wormholes would only exist for fractions of a 

second before closing (which would necessitate negative mass and energy to keep it open). 

Although they are completely hypothetical, they are not impossible, according to Kip Thorne.  

In Interstellar, the space crew sent to discover viably possible planets travels at warp 

speed toward the wormhole. Once arriving, the exterior view of the wormhole is a glistening 

sphere that displays distorted images of galaxies that lie beyond the wormhole. According to 

Luke Butcher, a theoretical physicist at the University of Edinburgh, the films depiction was 

accurate. He states, “One thing that struck me as nice was the fact they pointed out that it was a 

sphere, not a two-dimensional hole” (Maciel 2014). A popular image of wormholes in past films 

had simply been a hole in space, like “water going down a drain” (Comins). Kip Thorne 

explained to Interstellar’s visual effects supervisor Paul Franklin how to achieve the effect. 

Thorne created a wormhole based on Einstein’s original formula, but used “up to the minute” 

algorithms to create a three-dimensional sphere, much like a crystal ball (The Science of 
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Interstellar). Wormholes, as well blackholes, had never been represented spherically in a feature 

film, until Interstellar.  

Another spherical representation within the film was a large blackhole (Gargantua) that 

was near two of the planets the crew was examining for possible human life sustainability 

(“Miller’s Planet” and “Mann’s Planet”). Unlike the wormhole where images of galaxies are 

visible, the blackhole was presented as pure black with absolutely no surface detail or shadows. 

According to The Science of Interstellar, a blackhole is nothing but warped space and time, 

where gravity is so strong that if anything falls into it, the gravitational pull is so strong it can 

never get back out. It is created when so much mass come together that gravity gets stronger and 

stronger, which cannot keep up and eventually explodes, creating a gravitational hole (Thorne 

2014: 113). Every galaxy, including the Milky Way, has a black hole at its heart. 

The blackhole Gargantua was shown as a purely black sphere that could truly only be 

perceived due to an Accretion Disc, made up of gases and dust particles (magnetically travelling 

at high-speeds), that surrounded the black void. Like the creating of the wormhole, Kip Thorne 

worked closely with the visual effects artists, supplying algorithms to create a scientifically 

accurate visual representation of a blackhole. The appearance based on the complex formulas 

provided even surprised Thorne as the disc wrapped around the black hole and around the 

bottom. Thorne had guessed it would appear something like it, but said, “knowing it 

intellectually is different than feeling it, then absorbing it, then seeing it. It blew me away” (The 

Science of Interstellar). Although the astrophysical science depicted in Interstellar is impossible 

to prove, the film provides the best speculation, currently imaginable, of the space-time 

continuum, wormholes and blackholes. 
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Science as History and History as Science 

To bring more veracity and perhaps more audience relatability, Nolan utilized historical 

events in the United States as a basis for the film’s narrative. Interstellar begins with interviews 

of older individuals describing how dust storms destroyed their crops, ruined their livelihoods 

and uprooted their families. Additional footage depicting the devastation of the mid-western 

landscape exhibits the interview subject’s recollections and anxieties. The interviews that begin 

the film are real documentary footage from Ken Burns’ The Dust Bowl (2012), which originally 

premiered on PBS. The memories shared were not simply from a science-fiction narrative, but 

were from some of the 400,000 individuals whose families lost everything, due to unforeseen 

consequences of changes in the landscape and weather. The devastating history surrounding the 

1930s mid-western Dust Bowl, paralleled the eerily similar events and catastrophes within 

Interstellar’s narrative.  

Several representations of the Dust Bowl, within Interstellar, offer realistic illustrations 

of the calamities the earth was facing. The first image of a dust storm was shown during a 

baseball game. The scene began in an almost wistful and nostalgic manner, but panic on the 

faces of the players and crowd is revealed to be a massive black cloud of dust, which quickly 

changes the once picturesque setting. Several clips within the film’s earlier authentic Dust Bowl 

footage, had previously educated the viewer of a dust clouds ominous appearance. Later images 

of Murph driving through billowing dust cloud’s at the small-town square, are also reminiscent 

of the real footage. Another correlation between the film and the real events was depictions of 

families struggling due to the dust. Not only did the weather devastate their crops, and thus their 

food supply and finances, there were also long term effects to their health. Many who inhaled the 

airborne prairie dust would suffered coughing spasms, shortness of breath, asthma, bronchitis 
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and influenza. “Dust pneumonia, called the ‘brown plague,’ killed hundreds and was particularly 

lethal for infants, children and the elderly.” (History.com) This gloomy reality was also present 

in the film, as Tom’s family suffered greatly from “brown plague.” Tom informed his father, in 

one of his infrequent transmissions (while Cooper was stuck on “Miller’s Planet”) that his 

newborn baby had died, which would ultimately be the last transmission he would send. Another 

of Tom’s sons also suffered from a debilitating cough, which a doctor (Topher Grace) informed 

Murph he would die from, if not taken away immediately. The millions of dust particles within 

the family’s farmhouse did serve one purpose however. It was due to the falling dust that 

allowed the gravitational waves, from Cooper in the Tesseract, to travel through space and time 

to inform Murph of how to save humanity.  

The scientific cataclysm within the film does not present hypotheticals of what could 

happen, but what has happened and was perhaps even worse. The Dust Bowl was a man-made 

tragedy, due to the over mechanization of prairie land for farming after WWI. Interstellar depicts 

a world where human meddling has ruined the earth’s natural ecosystem and will not last longer 

than a generation. In a conversation about his screenplay Nolan said “It seems like science 

fiction. You cannot believe the images you’re seeing are the real images” (Nolan 2014). By 

focusing on a future which is suffering similar issues as our past, the film brought a veracity 

missing from many science-fiction films. Nolan’s goal of focusing on science-fact, rather than 

fiction especially aided in bringing an authenticity to the spectators who lived through the era or 

know those that did. It also offers a scientific warning, based on real past events of how human 

mistreatment of the planet can affect humanity’s life on Earth. The film’s epilogue repeats much 

of the footage exhibited at the beginning of the film. The purpose of the footage’s reprise 

however, is this tragic reminder of history repeating itself. A repeated viewing (in a museum-like 
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recreation of the Cooper farm) also reveals that the first interviewee, speaking about her father, 

(“What we had most was dust”), was actually Murph. The interviews also demonstrate an inkling 

of hope for a future where humanity can learn from past mistakes and allow opportunities for 

future posterities. 

 

Impracticalities of Practical Effects 

Describing his brother’s working methods, Jonathan Nolan commented, “With Chris, 

everything has to be practical and tangible. So, if you find yourself standing in a massive, fake 

corn field, beside a beautiful, but totally fake farmhouse, in the middle of a completely fake dust 

storm, that’s when you know you’re on a Chris Nolan movie” (Paramountguilds). This notable, 

but extremely expensive, approach may be based on the amount of control Warner Brothers and 

Paramount relinquished to Nolan and the power and trust he has gained. This is also perhaps due 

to audience expectations of Nolan’s films to exhibit exciting practical use of effects as part of his 

brand.103 A promotional article published shortly before the film’s release said, “Another director 

would have hung bluescreen and then animated space in post-production. Nolan, zealous about 

verisimilitude, loathes bluescreen the way Amish loathe zippers” (Jensen and Vary 2014). Many 

of the articles used to promote Nolan’s more recent films, tend to focus on his unique working 

methods. One of the principal areas of focus, before and after the film’s release, involved the 

film’s scientifically realistic application of sound effects.  

Christopher Nolan presented Interstellar in what he considered to be scientifically 

accurate sound. The sound mixing caused controversy even before the film opened widely in 

                                                 
103 Nolan has often commented that audiences have extremely high expectations and standards from him and his 
films. Arguing that other directors are not held to such high standards of accuracy and holes in the plot (Stern). 
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theaters, initiating extensive media attention. Upon Interstellar’s wider release, many movie 

theater patrons complained to theater managers that their equipment was faulty, as they could not 

understand much of the film’s key dialogue. The complaints were especially prevalent in scenes 

inside the space shuttle, while it is leaving orbit, and while inside the wormhole. These muddled 

scenes were often juxtaposed with shots from outside the shuttle that contained no sounds at all. 

Theaters across the country, such as a Cinemark Theater in New York City, posted signs 

explaining that Nolan purposely designed the film’s soundtrack to be this way.104 Shortly after 

the release, Nolan himself explained the reason for his approach in a Hollywood Reporter article 

entitled, “Christopher Nolan Breaks Silence on ‘Interstellar’ Sound.” The article’s timing and 

most of its content appear to be a part of an elaborate marketing ploy, to raise awareness to the 

film, as similar promotional tactics had been used on earlier Nolan films.105 Nolan in the article 

calls his use of sound "adventurous and creative" and "the right approach for this experiential 

film" (Giardina). As mentioned, the scenes that contained distorted dialogue were ones that 

contained deafening sounds, like the astronauts launching into orbit. The scenes included loud 

reverberations from elements outside the shuttle. A comparable real-life situation, such as 

speaking to someone next to a moving train or even having a conversation near the engine of a 

commercial aircraft, could produce similar difficulties in comprehending another person. 

Although not fully appreciated by all audiences, Nolan accomplished another approach in 

presenting scientific realism, by creating more realistic space environments. 

                                                 
104 From a Tweet posted by Jay Shooke, the sign said, “Interstellar: Please note that all of our sound equipment is 
functioning properly. Christopher Nolan mixed the soundtrack with an emphasis on the music. This is how it is 
intended to sound” (Shooke). Complaints of a film’s soundtrack are often typical. The original release of Bonnie and 
Clyde (1967), for example, theaters received complaints that the bullets were extremely louder than the rest of the 
soundtrack, but it was designed that way purposely to emphasize the certain themes within the film. 
105 Comments on Bane’s “realistic,” yet incomprehensible, voice in The Dark Knight Rises being one example. 
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Unlike Star Wars and most other science-fiction films that develop elaborate sound 

effects in space environments, Interstellar often presents completely silent scenes when 

depicting camera shots while in outer space. Nolan’s choice also received some complaints from 

some theatergoers, but better represents the realities of sounds in space. For sound to travel, there 

needs to be molecules for it to travel through, such as vibrating air molecules on Earth. In large 

empty areas in deep space, there are not enough molecules to vibrate; so, human eardrums are 

not able to detect sound (Nield 2015). The film depicts this scientific notion several times 

throughout the narrative. Once the Ranger shuttles depart the atmosphere, the film’s soundtrack 

no longer uses the sounds typically utilized for spacecraft in other films. The soundtrack also 

contains no music, which emphasizes the more realistic depiction of what would be heard in 

space. Other instances where the soundtrack is silent include, when the Ranger’s back in or out 

of the Endurance docking station and towards the end of the film when the station is spinning out 

of control and Cooper tries to dock the shuttle. Although not customary, the sound design 

exhibited scientific realism, and due to the controversy further branded Nolan’s experimentation 

with realism.106 

The scientific engineering techniques required to achieve the effects within the film, 

commanded planning and special engineering. To create the scenes on the spaceship, for 

example, the filmmaking crew created an entire cockpit in which to film the cast. The cockpit 

was essentially a flight simulator, moving, leaning, and bouncing to give the actors a more 

realistic experience of space flight. Nolan argues that due to being filmed in a physical location, 

                                                 
106 Many of these silent shots contained footage that replicated past NASA and aviation footage. The shots were 
achieved by mounting the camera on the back of the shuttle, giving a stable and immovably continuous shot. These 
shots are historically accurate to past space flights that many viewers would recognize from viewing former space 
missions on television and within documentaries. Christopher Nolan used The Right Stuff (1982) as inspiration for 
the look of many of the shots. 
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it created more genuine reactions from the actors because they were interacting with something 

that was physically there and actually moving around (Ashley). Nolan also insisted on making 

sure that everything seen in the spacecrafts had functionality, ensuring that noting was 

decorative. Three of the Endurance’s Pods were also physically built, totaling about 160 feet in 

length. The same criterion of functionality was also applied to the Endurance interior as well as 

the films two robots Tars and Case. Resembling the shape of the monolith from 2001: A Space 

Odyssey, Tars and Case were not anthropomorphized, as is often typical in science-fiction. 

Without human traits, they are portrayed as what they are machines. Despite much criticism over 

their design, they suggest more realistic depictions of the near future that the film was trying to 

present.107 Similar in philosophy to Nolan’s view on shooting on real locations, on set visual 

references were employed for Tars and Case. Puppeteer and comedian Bill Irwin performed both 

robots on set, giving the actors better reference to the characters and according to Nolan, 

humanizing their performances. Lastly, Nolan and his crew has also stated that there was no 

green screen used on Interstellar, which due to the film’s extensive use of effects seems 

improbable. Like many other technical aspects within the film, such as the controversial use of 

sound, Nolan’s methods often appear to try and attract additional social media coverage and 

continue promoting his distinct style of filmmaking. 

 

Conclusion: A Journey into New Territory 

Science-fiction films are rarely judged by the validity of the science depicted within 

them. Christopher Nolan, due to his escalating trademark of exhibiting practical effects and 

                                                 
107 A few shots of Tars and Case, were created using CGI, such as the wide shot of Tars saving Brand before the big 
tidal wave arrived on “Miller’s Planet.”  
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realism is often held under more scrutiny by fans and critics than other directors (Marlow 2014). 

Very few scientifically accurate films are made in Hollywood, and few filmgoers probably 

expect a completely accurate application of science or reality within science-fiction. When 

considering Interstellar’s budget, of $165,000,000, there are even fewer directors who would be 

entrusted with that amount of money to make an original movie, with no sequel prospects. The 

budget is more comparable to franchise films, such as the Transformers Series, the newer Star 

Wars installments, and Jurassic World, where science is not expected to be authentic to reality. 

Although few science-fictions films or directors are under such scrutiny, Nolan’s brand has 

prompted audiences to have higher expectations of realism. While not all agree on the validity of 

the science presented in his science-fiction films, where Nolan is criticized for overcomplicating 

aspects of the science in favor of a more exciting narrative, they are each personal films. When 

contemplating whose mind the characters are always in throughout Inception, the answer is 

Christopher Nolan. As the writer and director of his films, it is his omniscient presence, more 

than any other that drives the action, the stylistic practicalities of the design and effects, and the 

ambiguities of the narrative.  

Interstellar proved to be an evolution in Nolan’s process of approaching his films. The 

film presented a softer side to his often cold and gritty films, an approach which perhaps is 

leading him to projects with more emotional realism.108 Like other directors who are considered 

auteurs, Nolan’s themes have transformed as he has grown. Auteur films often come to deeply 

reflect the lives of those who make them. Emma Thomas, Nolan’s wife and producing partner 

agrees.  “I do not think Chris could have or would have made this film 12 years ago when we 

                                                 
108 Where the film not only appears real visually, but also contains an emotionality that cannot be replicated through 
visuals, as was demonstrated in the more humanistic relationship depicted between Cooper and Murph in 
Interstellar. 
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didn’t have kids.” says Thomas. “Whenever I read that Chris’ films are ‘unemotional,’ I don’t 

agree, but I do find [Interstellar] to be more emotional. And a lot of it has to do with Matthew’s 

performance” (Jensen and Vary 2014). Like Woody Allen protagonists, played by other actors, 

are simply substitutes for himself, the character of Cooper, is very much like Nolan, both 

philosophically and in his commitment to his family.109  The theme of family is quite prevalent 

throughout the film and demonstrates the developing nature of Nolan’s thematic interest in 

humanity.110 Nolan is a very private individual when it comes to his family, but Interstellar 

seems to expose his own humanity more than audiences had perhaps seen before. This adds a 

sense of emotional realism to the characters themselves and in some ways perhaps makes the 

project more autobiographical.  Through Nolan’s ambition to present accurate science in the 

environments, the effects, and the historical application of the narrative, as well as more personal 

stories, he offers a feeling of reality, yet allows the viewer to feel the experience of it. 

  

                                                 
109 “Leonardo DiCaprio said he based his interpretation of Cobb on Nolan; even the actor’s hairstyle and goatee 
mimicked the director’s” (Olson 2015). 
110 The film is also much more intimate than his previous films, the working title for the film was called “Flora’s 
Letter," which is the name of his daughter (Jensen and Vary 2014). 
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CHAPTER 5 

NOLAN’S NEW PATH: DUNKIRK 

Speaking on his career and the relationship each of his films share, Christopher Nolan 

stated, “All my films I’ve made are connected in certain ways, but they’re also different from 

each other. I’d like to continue working along these lines” (BBC Newsnight). The most obvious 

connection of his films is through Nolan’s desire of attempting to present cinematic realism. 

Nolan’s brand of realism has been shown through subjective realism, exhibiting characters’ 

subjective points-of-view and the use of locations that are representative of their state of mind. It 

also exhibits psychological realism, by presenting characters’ psychological motivations, often 

using actual mental disorders and through viewer recognition of tragic historical events. Nolan 

has also presented scientific realism by utilizing accurate scientific research, especially in its 

connection to human history and through engineering science to achieve his practical use of 

effects. Nolan’s current project, Dunkirk (2017), slated for release on July 21, appears to be the 

culmination of Nolan’s quest for exhibiting many of these signatures which are focused on 

realism and cinematic authenticity. Although the film may appear to be outside his expertise and 

oeuvre, as the film is strictly historical, (thus offer no room for a more usual fantasist settings), 

Nolan’s focus on realism has, in many ways, prepared him for this seemingly large departure. 

Dunkirk will bring Nolan back to his British roots by presenting a heroic story that is often 

overlooked by Americans in the annals of WWII history. The film focuses on Operation 

Dynamo, the 1939 British military effort that saved the lives of 330,000 Allied soldiers who 

were evacuated from the French town of Dunkirk, an event that Winston Churchill later called a 

“miracle of deliverance” (Shone 2014). But why Dunkirk? The film may be the transition needed 
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to see Nolan move into more “serious” filmmaking. This may also afford him the opportunity to 

receive industry awards recognition that has thus far eluded him. 

Christopher Nolan, like many other directors, desires his films to be recognized, 

discussed, and analyzed (McGowen 2013). His complicated and often ambiguous endings often 

guarantee controversy and debate. Presenting realism within his filmmaking process also helps, 

not only generate recognition, but also helps in further branding his work, which can also garner 

more appreciation for it. Christopher Nolan’s “loyalists have consistently and strenuously 

defended him against critics who claim that although he may be a masterful technician, he’s not 

a visionary or true auteur” (Lewis-Kraus 2014). Like many filmmakers who have been 

influenced by the New Hollywood film school brats, Nolan looks up to and has great respect for 

their work, and in many ways, strives to become more like them (Olson 2015). Dunkirk appears 

to be an opportunity for Nolan to prove his own versatility and possibly win his first Oscar. 

Christopher Nolan’s decision to make Dunkirk seems to follow the pattern of Steven 

Spielberg, who was also known in his early career for making a specific type of movie, in his 

case, science-fiction fantasies. The shift in Spielberg’s filmography came after a string of 

financial and critical hits, yet he had not been recognized with an Oscar by the industry, which 

he had long desired (Furby 2015). The Color Purple (1985) was Spielberg’s first foray into 

“adult” filmmaking, followed soon after by Empire of the Sun (1987). Both films received decent 

reviews upon their release, but neither film led Spielberg to Academy Awards recognition. 

Although each film was nominated for Academy Awards, with 11 and 6 nominations 

respectively, Spielberg was not nominated for either film as Best Director and each film walked 

away empty handed. After The Color Purple and Empire of the Sun, Spielberg’s next historic 

film was Schindler’s List (1993). Stripped of all the Spielbergian signatures of nostalgia and 
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fantasy, that had been often overly present in many of his earlier films, Schindler’s List displayed 

an imprint of maturity and realism that had rarely been seen in his work beforehand. The film 

would finally earn him his first competitive Oscar as Best Director, which he repeated with 

another realistic WWII drama Saving Private Ryan (1998) in 1999.111  

Like Spielberg in 1993, Christopher Nolan is at a similar high point in his career, with a 

succession of commercial hits, over the course of almost 20-year career. Dunkirk will mark his 

first true break from his distinctive fantasist approach, focusing mostly on his more realist 

tendencies. Starting with the Dark Knight Trilogy, Nolan set an obvious precedent in establishing 

his own blockbuster brand and a devoted fan following that has grown to expect his trademark 

standards of realism. Despite his critical and financial recognition, Nolan too has failed to be 

recognized for his efforts, outside of the fan base he has grown. Although Nolan has been 

nominated for several Academy Awards, namely in the Best Screenplay category for Memento 

and Inception, he has been unsuccessful in receiving personal nominations for The Dark Knight, 

Inception or Interstellar as Best Director. Members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences are often quite predictable in the types of films they recognize with Oscar wins, which 

usually does not include science-fiction, fantasy or superhero films. Many believe the lack of a 

Best Picture nomination for The Dark Knight in 2009 resulted in the controversial addition of up 

to 5 more films within the Best Picture category, to help give recognition to films outside of the 

typical genres (Child 2009). This change is perhaps the only reason Inception received a 

nomination for Best Picture two years later.  

                                                 
111 This path was also like James Cameron, who before making his Oscar winning drama Titanic (1997), a film that 
too had an obsessive focus on realism, had mostly only made science-fiction and actions films. 
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Sincere about passion, Nolan has gone on record stating that he would never take on a 

project he was not committed to, stating, “I’m completely invested in every project I do…There 

are filmmakers who pride themselves on ‘one for the studio, one for me,' and I just don’t see it 

that way,” he says. “I have an opportunity that very few filmmakers get, to do something on a 

huge scale that I can control completely and make as personal as I want, so I feel a big 

responsibility to make the most of it." After some time off from filmmaking, Dunkirk was 

selected as the Nolan’s new passion project. Reports of Dunkirk’s production have shown that 

despite the change in Nolan’s usual fantasist settings and narrative, his penchant for realism is 

has turned even more costly than usual. Nolan filmed Dunkirk on a real-life naval ship, a French 

T47 class destroyer brought in from Brittany, at great expense. Perhaps most extraordinary was 

Nolan spending $5 million dollar to purchase rare and historic WWII German plane solely for 

the purpose to crash it on camera. At what point does the quest for realism go too far? A plane 

that could and perhaps should be in a museum, is instead being destroyed for the sake of 

“realism," when another director would have most likely created a replica or used CGI. Has 

Nolan’s goal to create realistic narratives and images really the purpose of some of these 

financial decisions? Or is the potential of Nolan ending up in the news also a factor in helping 

him establish a brand for himself and his work? Raymond Tallis argues in The Defense of 

Realism that, “Realism is a method, rather than an aim” (Tallis 1988: 195). Nolan’s aim of 

presenting realism, in turn drives his and Warner Brother’s own methods of marketing and 

promotion. In an industry that is often more about, money, fantasy, and illusion, than artistic 

vision, Nolan appears to be one of the few directors whose creative freedom outweighs the often-

high costs that it brings. “Verisimilitude, fidelity to a world outside of the text, is an illusion; to 
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use Barthes phrase” (Tallis 1988: 21). Nolan’s illusion of realism generates buzz, but at what 

point will the hype behind that illusion go too far?  
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APPENDIX A  

EXTRATEXTUAL SOURCES: PROMOTIONAL FEATURETTES, VIDEOS, INTERVIEWS, 

DOCUMENTARIES
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Following (Criterion Collection) – Director’s Commentary, Nolan’s Reflections, Doodle Bug 
(1997) 

Memento (10th Anniversary Edition) – Director’s Commentary, Remembering Memento, IFC 
Interview,  

Insomnia – Director’s Commentary, 180 Degrees with Al Pacino, Night for Day, Insomnia 
Featurette,  

Batman Begins – Saving Gotham City, Production Design, Animated transmedia comics 

The Prestige – The Directors Notebook, Metaphors and Symbols 

The Dark Knight – Imax Cameras Featurette, Flipping Semi-truck, Hospital Explosion,  

Inception – Animated Transmedia Graphic novel, Tilting bar, Spinning Corridor, Train in 
Streets, Escher arch. 

The Dark Knight Rises – Practical Effects: The Bat, The Pit, Game day Destruction, City Street, 
Genre 

Interstellar –The Dust Bowl, Influences, Real Locations, Tars and Case,  

Batman Unmasked: The Psychology of the Dark Knight (2008) – Psychologists and comic 
producer’s perspectives 

Batman Tech (2008) – History Channel documentary concerning the real science behind 
Batman’s gadgets and vehicles. 

Dreams: Cinema of the Subconscious (2010) – Science of sleep and dreams. Hosted by actor 
Joseph Gordon Leavitt. 

The Science of Interstellar (2014) – Modern science that corroborates scientific theories 
presented in the film. 

These Amazing Shadows (2011) – Influences and Building Worlds – Star Wars, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, Blade Runner 

Side by Side (2011) – Technical reality, clarity of 35 mm image, Realism and Cinematic 
traditions 
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SIGNATURES: THEMATIC, STYLISTIC AND GEOGRAPHIC
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Doodlebug (1997) – Film Structure: Maze of the mind, Abnormal Psychology: Paranoid 
Schizophrenia & Obsession, Philosophical notions behind alternate dimension and realities. 
Geographic: Dark urban apartment – present day 

Following (1999) – Film Structure (maze), Abnormal Psychology: Voyeurism, Stalking & 
Obsession, Noir influence, Death of a lover, Femme Fatale. Geographic: Dark urban London – 
present day 

Memento (2001) – Film Structure (memory), Abnormal Psychology: Anterograde Amnesia & 
Obsession, Subjective view of mind and faulty memory of Leonard, Revenge, Death of a lover = 
Atonement for Sammy Jenkins & Wife. Geographic: Desaturated urban Los Angeles – mid-
1980s 

Insomnia (2002) – Film Structure: Fogginess and disillusionment of the mind and choices, 
Abnormal Psychology: Insomnia, anxiety and guilt, Obsession. Geographic locations to bring 
reality of characters’ thoughts and minds. Fog and rock maze. Death of Partner = Atonement. 
Geographic: Desaturated Alaskan summer – present day 

Batman Begins (2005) – Film Structure: Fear - Backstory of behavior and motivation, Abnormal 
Psychology: Chirotophobia, Obsession, lost in a maze of guilt and revenge, Scarecrow: “You 
have nothing to fear, but fear itself," The thin line between Heroes vs. Villains, Psychological 
motivations. Death of Parents = Atonement. Geographic: Very dark urban Gotham City 
(Soundstage, New York) – Near future 

The Prestige (2006) – Film Structure: An Illusion, set up in the first scene, Abnormal 
Psychology: Obsession, Extreme jealously, Brotherhood, Showmanship, Revenge, Tesla and 
Science behind Technology, Death of a lover = Atonement. Geographic: Gloomy urban London 
– Turn of the century 

The Dark Knight (2008) – Film Structure: Chaos, Abnormal Psychology: Obsession, Savior 
Complex (Batman), Dissociative Identity Disorder (Two Face), Antisocial Personality Disorder 
(Joker), Effects of 9/11 within media and civil rights (surveillance), Loss, Choices, Death of a 
lover, Atonement – taking upon himself the sins of others. Geographic: Desaturated urban 
Gotham City (London, Hong Kong and Chicago) – Near Future 

Inception (2010) – Film Structure: Layers of a dream and reality, Structure and maze of the 
mind (used literally in plot, Abnormal Psychology: Obsession, Loss, M.C. Escher = Twists on 
supposed reality, Labyrinth of the memory and guilt, Location as character: Each layer 
represents the character’s mind, Death of a lover = Atonement – Family. Geographic: Hong 
Kong, Urban cities, depends on dream level – Near future 

The Dark Knight Rises (2012) – Film Structure: Hope, Abnormal Psychology: Obsession, 
Kleptomania & Savior Complex, Location as character – Bain in sewers, Police trapped within 
the Tunnels, Prison = Escaping a puzzle and guilt, Atonement = Taking Nuclear bomb to save 
humanity. Geographic: Very dark and gloomy urban Gotham City – (New York and Chicago) – 
Near future 
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Interstellar (2014) – Film Structure: Complexities of Space and Time, Abnormal Psychology: 
Obsession, Abandonment (Frozen Planet – Son), Alternate Dimensions (Doodlebug), Science 
behind actual theories, Technology, Dead lover. Geographic: Mid-west, Space – Not so distant 
future 

Dunkirk (2017) – Leading to a “Saving Private Ryan” type realism project about the WWII 
Battle of Dunkirk. Film Structure: Unknown. Abnormal Psychology: Unknown. War technology, 
Rescue mission, Little known history, Intel. Geographic: Europe - Dunkirk, France - May 1940 
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